Dear Fellow Railfan,

As any seasoned modeler will attest, selecting historic locomotives and colorful rolling stock is but the first step in building your own unique layout. While the train is the highlight of any showcase, it’s the authentic-style structures that bring the best layouts to life! As such, Historic Rail & Roads is proud to offer an assortment of trackside buildings that perfectly accent your collection!

Pages 41 through 43 feature a diverse array of structures – in a variety of scales – that are sure to make nice additions to your diorama! And, as with our train merchandise, we also gladly provide figures and other accessories to go with your new automotive collectibles (page 58). This inaugural 2017 catalog also includes a wide selection of metal and wood signs throughout the catalog, including our fun nostalgic collection on page 59.

So, pick your favorites and call us toll free at 800-261-5922, visit HistoricRail.com, or mail in the order form provided.

Thanks for Shopping!

– Greg Herrick

On the Cover: Vintage Soo
Larry Fisher.
First seen on American rails in 1886, the 4-6-2 steam engine (known as the “Pacific”) was a North American Class I staple for decades. A snow-covered prairie offers the backdrop for this nostalgic print capturing the prolific engine operating with Soo Line – which discontinued passenger service after the 1961 CP merger that officialized its name – and leading a three-car “milk run.”

Signed by the artist. 19”x14”

#R07638 Reg: $75 Now: $19.95
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About Our Models...

Unless otherwise noted, all of the HO scale locomotive models in this catalog feature a finely molded body, glazed windows, a powerful motor, a die cast chassis, RP25 metal wheels, magnetically operated knuckle couplers, and arrive ready to run. Typically, most N scale rolling stock models come with plastic wheels. A final reminder: products in this catalog are not toys; they are intended for modelers and railfans ages 14 and above.

If, in the catalog, you see one of these badges, it means that the locomotive has built-in DCC or DCC & sound! Unless otherwise noted, if a product is “DCC-equipped,” it works on standard DC or DCC systems.

Bachmann

DCC – Equipped for speed, direction, and lighting.
DCC Sound Value – Equipped for speed, direction, lighting, and 6 standard sounds.
DCC & Sound – (Bachmann Spectrum) – Equipped for speed, direction, lighting, and sounds, including engine startup and shutdown, bell, air horn, coupler crash, dynamic brakes and brake squeal, radiator fans, and more.

Athenw Genesis

DCC – Equipped for speed, direction, and lighting.
DCC & Sound – Equipped for speed, direction, lighting, and 19 sounds such as horn, bell, coupler crash, dynamic brakes and brake squeal, and air release.

Broadway Limited Paragon

DCC & Sound – Equipped for speed, direction, and lighting, and features built-in controllable sounds such as engine chuff, whistles, bell, reverse mechanism shift and creak, passenger station, freight yard, lumber yard, farm, maintenance yard, and others; recordable DCC operation for automated playback; and synchronized puffing smoke (steam locomotives).

Other Brands

DCC & Sound – Equipped for speed, direction, lighting, and sounds, including horn, bell, coupler crash, dynamic brakes and brake squeal, air release, and many others.

SAVE OVER 70%
40' Animated Stock Cars

A nice addition to your rural layout, these HO scale models replicate 40' animated stock cars complete with cows already inside! They also feature realistic see-through grating, a sliding side door, and authentic company markings. 5½" long. $34.95 each.

One of ten S3 class Northern's built during World War II, the #261 hauled heavy freight trains for the Milwaukee Road from 1944 through its 1954 retirement.

A newly tooled replica of the legendary engine – which returned to excursion service in 1993 – this HO scale model comes with its own subwoofer (perfectly synchronized to the locomotive's movement, and able to detect distance and amplify low frequency sound). It is also DCC & Sound-equipped and features Rolling Thunder audio, synchronized puffing smoke (variable in intensity and timing), an accompanying rear tender, factory-installed figures, and operational lighting. 16½" long with tender. $549.

This program offers behind-the-scenes access to exciting train action in Chicago: America's busiest rail hub. Historical background and compelling interviews help tell the story of the bustling Midwestern hotspot, while viewers will also enjoy contemporary footage of passenger and freight trains, commuter lines, and modernization projects. 1 hour. $22.95.

Grivno. With a focus on HO and N scales, this reference guide teaches beginners not only the basics on selecting engines and rolling stock, but also how to maintain them. Learn the fundamentals of keeping your models in pristine working condition while also getting insight on simple wheel and coupler upgrades. 96 pages, 225 color photos, 8¼"x 10¾", softcover. $21.95.
### HO Scale Rolling Stock

#### 40' Double Door Boxcars

Originally intended to haul automobiles, the double-door boxcars of the early 20th century saw new life as lumber units in the 1950s-1970s. Replicating 40' boxcars in service with a host of recognizable railroads, these HO scale models feature textured side doors and a realistic roof walk. 5½" long. **$27.95 each**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Railroad</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Great Northern</td>
<td>#402459</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa Fe</td>
<td>#402458</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee Road</td>
<td>#402461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania</td>
<td>#402462</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burlington</td>
<td>#402460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soo Line</td>
<td>#402463</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Pacific</td>
<td>#402464</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Union Pacific</td>
<td>#402465</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 40' Wood Chip Hoppers

Featuring authentic paint schemes and markings, these HO scale replicas of 40' wood chip hoppers come with a removable load and separately applied parts (including wire grab irons, ladders, and brake wheel). 5½" long. **$34.95 each**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Railroad</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bangor &amp; Aroostook</td>
<td>#402466</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boston &amp; Maine</td>
<td>#402467</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chesapeake &amp; Ohio</td>
<td>#402468</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri Pacific</td>
<td>#402469</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norfolk Southern</td>
<td>#402470</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 40' Grain Boxcars

These HO scale models are replicas of 40' grain boxcars featuring your choice of railway company markings (with classic-style printing and authentic paint schemes) and a separately applied brake wheel. 5½" long. **$23.95 each**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Railroad</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Great Northern</td>
<td>#402459</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa Fe</td>
<td>#402458</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee Road</td>
<td>#402461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania</td>
<td>#402462</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burlington</td>
<td>#402460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soo Line</td>
<td>#402463</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Pacific</td>
<td>#402464</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Union Pacific</td>
<td>#402465</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 40' Grain Boxcars

These HO scale models are replicas of 40' grain boxcars featuring your choice of railway company markings (with classic-style printing and authentic paint schemes) and a separately applied brake wheel. 5½" long. **$23.95 each**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Railroad</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Great Northern</td>
<td>#402459</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa Fe</td>
<td>#402458</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee Road</td>
<td>#402461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania</td>
<td>#402462</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burlington</td>
<td>#402460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soo Line</td>
<td>#402463</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Pacific</td>
<td>#402464</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Union Pacific</td>
<td>#402465</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Wide Vision Cabooses

Designed after World War II to combat the larger and taller passenger cars entering service, the wide vision caboose featured extended windows that allowed the crew a greater range of visibility. These HO scale models feature fine end handrails and ladders, clear windows, and a separately applied smoke jack and brake wheel. 4½" long. **$26.95 each**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Railroad</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Burlington</td>
<td>#402476</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Northern</td>
<td>#402478</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Union Pacific</td>
<td>#402480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa Fe</td>
<td>#402475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canadian Pacific</td>
<td>#402477</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soo Line</td>
<td>#402479</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 40' Double Door Boxcars

New! Featuring authentic paint schemes and markings, these HO scale replicas of 40' wood chip hoppers come with a removable load and separately applied parts (including wire grab irons, ladders, and brake wheel). 5½" long. **$34.95 each**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Railroad</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bangor &amp; Aroostook</td>
<td>#402466</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boston &amp; Maine</td>
<td>#402467</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chesapeake &amp; Ohio</td>
<td>#402468</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri Pacific</td>
<td>#402469</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norfolk Southern</td>
<td>#402470</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sign up for E-Mail Exclusives at www.HistoricRail.com
### AMD-103 Diesel Locomotives

The AMD-103 is the first release in the Genesis series – a lineup of passenger engines designed in the early '90s – and is named for its 103mph top speed. Replicas of both the P40 and its faster successor, the P42, these HO scale models feature Amtrak (or ex-Amtrak) paint schemes, a snowplow, a bolted-on nose body variation, see-through cab windows, bidirectional constant lighting, and separately applied parts. 9½" long.

$129 each

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A: P40 (Phase III)</th>
<th>B: P42 (Phase III)</th>
<th>C: P40 (Ex-Amtrak Phase V)</th>
<th>D: P42 (Phase V)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>#402472</td>
<td>#402473</td>
<td>#402474</td>
<td>#402471</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### SD38 Diesel Locomotives

Also popular in South America, the SD38 was a six-axle diesel engine manufactured by EMD from 1967-71 – of which less than 60 were built for U.S. rails. Available with or without DCC & Sound, these HO scale models feature bidirectional constant lighting, a low-nose design, see-through cab windows (that slide open), an air filter grille, separately applied wire grab irons, non-turbo exhaust stacks, and chicken wire radiator grilles. 8½" long.

With DCC & Sound: $184 each
Without DCC & Sound: $134 each

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A: Bessemer &amp; Lake Erie</th>
<th>B: Conrail</th>
<th>C: CSX</th>
<th>D: Norfolk Southern</th>
<th>E: Penn Central</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>#402486</td>
<td>#402487</td>
<td>#402488</td>
<td>#402489</td>
<td>#402490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>#402481</td>
<td>#402482</td>
<td>#402483</td>
<td>#402484</td>
<td>#402485</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GP7 Diesel Locomotives

EMD's first road engine to use a hood-unit style instead of the old car-body design, the GP7 diesel was produced from 1949-54. These HO scale models replicate the mid-century locomotive – including the "B" variant, unequipped with a control cab – featuring your choice of DCC & Sound or not, a coupler cut lever, stub-style walkway tread, wire grab irons, see-through cab windows, and bidirectional constant lighting (with incandescent bulbs). 7¾" long.

With DCC & Sound: $289 each
Without DCC & Sound: $189 each

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A: Erie (GP7)</th>
<th>B: Santa Fe (GP7)</th>
<th>C: Santa Fe (GP7B)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>#402492</td>
<td>#402495</td>
<td>#402496</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>#402491</td>
<td>#402493</td>
<td>#402494</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Save up to $140 on a Bachmann Train Set!

Premium additions to your layout, this colorfully diverse collection of HO and N scale Bachmann train sets salutes railroad technology dating back to early-century steam. And, in addition to their quality features—including a locomotive with a working headlight, a selection of realistic rolling stock, E-Z track, a power pack and speed controller, and illustrated instructions—each one is available at a fraction of their original price, with savings of up to $140!

**Overland Limited**

The biggest and the best! From the powerful locomotive through the impressive consist of nine cars, this HO scale set has it all! You get a Union Pacific Overland 4-8-4 steam locomotive (with a smoke unit), a "centipede-style" oil tender, a grain car, a 3-dome tank car, a flatcar with logs, a center flow hopper, an open quad hopper, two plug door boxcars, a wood stock car, a wide vision caboose, and a 65"x38" oval of track. Full train is 70½" long. $239

**Echo Valley Express**

This HO scale train set comes with a 2-6-0 steam locomotive—complete with realistic sounds such as steam chuffs, a whistle, and bell—a coal tender, a gondola, a quad hopper, an off-center caboose, and a 56"x38" oval of track. Full train is 26¼" long. $199

**Chattanooga Freight**

This complete 155-piece HO scale set will have you up and running a Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis Railroad freight train in no time! You get a beautifully detailed 0-6-0 steam locomotive (with a smoke unit), a tender (with a simulated coal load), a plug-door boxcar, a single-dome tank car, an off-center cupola caboose, a realistic suburban station, a signal bridge, 48 railroad and street signs, 36 telephone poles, 48 assorted figures, and a 47"x38" oval of track. Full train is 32" long. $139

**Pacific Flyer**

This complete HO scale train set is a must-own for Union Pacific freight train fans! You get a 0-6-0 steam locomotive, a slope tender, a gondola, a boxcar, a cupola caboose, and a 36" circle of track. Full train is 25" long. $99

**N Scale**

**Empire Builder**

This N scale train set includes a Santa Fe 4-8-4 steam locomotive, a tender, eight freight cars (including a reefer, boxcar, tank car, covered hopper, gondola, stock car, quad hopper, and caboose), 12 telephone poles, 24 street signs, and a 44"x24" oval of track. Full train is 34½" long. $189

**Yard Boss**

This N scale set requires very little space yet provides hours of fun! It features an Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe 0-6-0 steam locomotive, a tender (with a simulated coal load), a boxcar, a quad hopper, a Santa Fe wide-vision caboose, and a 24" circle of track. Full train is 17" long. $109

**Save $140**

65"x 38" Oval

**Save $110**

47"x 38" Oval

**Save $100**

36" Circle

**Save $50**

44"x 24" Oval

**Save $40**

24" Circle

**Sign up for E-Mail Exclusives at www.HistoricRail.com**
Freightmaster
This complete N scale set will have you running a freight train in no time! You get a GP40 diesel locomotive with authentic CSX markings, a flatcar (with a container load), a gondola, a plug-door boxcar, a wide-vision caboose, a freight station, 24 signs, 12 telephone poles, and a 34"x 24" oval of track. Full train is 15¾" long. 
#R04926 Reg: $225 Now: $135

Thunder Valley
Run a Santa Fe freight train in N scale! This complete set includes a GP40 diesel locomotive (with a Santa Fe Warbonnet paint scheme), a steel reefer, a 3-dome tank car, a Santa Fe widevision caboose, and a 24" circle of track. Full train is 14" long. 
#R91990 Reg: $155 Now: $95

Order Today at 800-261-5922 or www.HistoricRail.com
The Complete Book of North American Railroading
A lavishly illustrated timeline, this book tracks the entire progression of railroads in America from their tentative early 19th century designs to today’s modern diesels. In addition to examining nearly every element of train technology – including infrastructure, passenger lines, freight haulers, and more – readers will also appreciate the tributes to citizens who made it all possible. 352 pages, 418 color and B&W photos, 9½”x11½”, hardcover. #401466 $24.95

Guide to North American Steam Locomotives
Drury. A must-own for railfans and train modelers alike, this newly revamped guide includes details on every steam locomotive built in the United States and Canada since 1900. It features more than 400 exciting photos and painstakingly researched rosters of all North American railroads. 320 pages, 420 color photos, 8½”x10¼”, softcover. #400353 $24.95

Great Railway Journeys of the World
Holland. A pictorial journey examining the world’s most scenic railways, this guidebook travels to 35 different nations and offers both images and insight on 50 awe-inspiring routes. History, geography, and present-day operations create a complete portrait of tracks from North America to China – including the Trans-Australian Railways, the Qinghai-Tibet, and the Cape Town to Kimberly route in South Africa. 288 pages, illustrated, 8½”x11”, hardcover. #400682 $49.95

Inventing the Pinkertons
O’Hara. From the end of the Civil War through nearly the outbreak of World War II, the Pinkerton Detective Agency was consistently at the center of national conflict – including being the enforcing face of capital against the growing power of labor. Learn the history of the infamous organization which inspired sensationalist novels and embodied the changing face of Wild West justice. 216 pages, 12 halftones, 6”x9”, hardcover. #402283 $29.95

Cab Rides
These programs feature some of the greatest cab footage from around the world including steam, diesel, and electric. 101 Cab Rides
Includes rides along E-units, F-units, Alcos, GE’s, GG-1s, Little Joe, Shay, Berkshire, and X2000 engines. 4 hrs. 20 min. #RV7279 $34.95

50 More Cab Rides – Learn how to perform a runpast aboard Milwaukee #261 and reach speeds up to 267mph on the exotic MAGLEV! 2 hrs. 20 min. #RV7283 $24.95

All Aboard
Each episode of All Aboard, a series that aired on PBS, showcases a unique element of railroading. You get two exciting episodes on each volume, or you can buy the complete set for maximum savings! 52 minutes each. Reg: $19.95

Volume 1: The Colorado Railroad Museum, three Colorado narrow gauge railroads, and a ride on Amtrak’s California Zephyr. #RV6670

Volume 2: Florida East Coast trains, shops and yards, and steam excursion trains. #RV6671

Volume 3: A railroad history of Atlanta and privately owned passenger cars. #RV6672

Volume 4: D&RGW’s narrow gauge operations between Alamosa and Chama and memorable 1950s steam such as the Shay and the Big Boy. #RV6673

Volume 5: Norfolk Southern’s busy Georgia Division and 1960s rail action around Detroit. #RV6674

Volume 6: A 1980s look at Chicago rail action and footage of the Detroit, Toledo & Ironton. #RV6675

Volume 7: Union Pacific’s western coal trains and 1960s St. Louis area rail action. #RV6676

Volume 8: A ride aboard Amtrak’s Empire Builder and Canadian steam in the 1950s. #RV6677

Volume 9: 1950s and ’60s Pennsylvania Railroad footage and a 1980s look at rail activity around “The Steel City” – Pittsburgh. #RV6678

Volume 10: A 1960s narrow gauge passenger train run and vintage footage of the colorful Illinois Central Railroad. #RV6679

Volume 11: The railroads’ role in NASA space programs and the East Broad Top Railroad. #RV6680

Volume 12: Norfolk Southern’s restoration of N&W 2-6-6-4 #1218 and classic footage of the Santa Fe. #RV6681

Volume 13: Rock Island footage around Chicago during the 1950s, ’60s and ’70s and a bevy of restored narrow gauge steamers. #RV6682

Complete Set on 5 DVDs
All 26 episodes – a $259 value – at 85% savings. #RV6683 $39.95

Sign up for E-Mail Exclusives at www.HistoricRail.com
The Dewitt Clinton Train Set
This HO scale replica of America’s third steam-operated train, The Dewitt Clinton, produced in 1831, includes an 0-4-0 locomotive with an engineer figure, a prototypical tender and three detailed coaches, a 47”x38” oval of E-Z Track, a power pack/speed controller, and a lifetime limited warranty. Minor assembly required...#R09380 Reg: $185 Now: $149

Making Simple Model Steam Engines
Bray. Whether you’re a beginner or an experienced engineer, this step-by-step guide will show you how to construct miniature steam engines and boilers. Best of all, you’ll learn how to bring together an engine and a boiler to build a simple steam locomotive! 192 pages, 192 B&W photographs and diagrams, 7½”x10”, hardcover..............................#R02146 $44.95

Steam-Era Figures Set
Add a few townsfolk to your layout! This HO scale, plastic set includes six hand-painted figures that will add character to any scene. Standing figures measure approximately ¾” tall.........#R10823 $9.95

“Santa Cruz” Jigsaw Puzzle
John Winfield. A classic locomotive steams through the busy Santa Cruz station in this jigsaw puzzle featuring a host of vintage automobiles and a sunny, sandy beach. 550 pieces. 24”x15”.#R77497 $11.95

“Railroad Crossing” Metal Sign
Featuring the legendary Jupiter 4-4-0 steam locomotive, which made history as one of two locomotives that met at Promontory Summit during the Golden Spike ceremony on May 10, 1869, this 12”x12” aluminum sign has smooth, rounded corners and includes mounting holes...#R77699 $21.95

Locomotive Dictionary
Fowler. In 1905, the American Railway Master Mechanics Association authorized the creation of “an illustrated dictionary of each and every part used in the building of locomotives.” A complete reproduction of the original 1906 dictionary that resulted from that authorization (and became one of the definitive engineering references for the industry), this heavily illustrated volume is a piece of history that no steam fan or model railroader should be without! 694 pages, 5,100+ B&W illustrations and photos, 8”x10”, softcover..................#R05330 $49.95

Firing the Steam Locomotive
A necessary manual for firemen working on steam locomotives, this handbook – originally drafted in 1947 by the Reading Company – provides a breakdown of employee responsibilities, including how to prepare and inspect the fire, how to fire different types of coal, and how to correct bad fire conditions. You also get a detailed description of steam locomotive mechanics. 124 pages, 45 B&W photos and illustrations, 8”x10”, softcover..................#R03735 $14.95

Steamtown Grand Opening
After a much anticipated wait, the Steamtown National Historic Site opened its doors in Scranton, Pennsylvania, over the 1995 July 4th weekend. This exciting program captures the entire event from iconic engines traveling from New York to reach the yards to the thrilling Opening Celebration including a six-locomotive steam parade!
1 hour......................................................................#RV9605 $29.95

Order Today at 800-261-5922 or www.HistoricRail.com
Trains  Steam & Diesel Locomotives

Modern Locomotives Jigsaw Puzzle
Features 37 beautiful scale illustrations of electric and diesel locomotives – including a Swiss Crocodile, a Pennsy GG1, an Alco PA-1, an EMD DDA40X and a modern bullet train – from around the world as well as authentic paint schemes from many of the most famous lines. 1,000 pieces. 26½” x 19¼” when assembled. ..............................................#R67300 $19.95

Electro-Motive E-Units and F-Units
The Illustrated History of North America’s Favorite Locomotives
Solomon. Blending automotive manufacturing and styling techniques with state-of-the-art diesel and electric technologies, GMs’ Electro-Motive Division conceived and marketed America’s first commercially successful road diesels: the E-Units and F-Units. This volume is a comprehensive history of these recognizable cowl units. Beginning with the 1937 debut of the fast and powerful E-Units, you’ll see a magnificent collection of archival images, as well as learn about the impact these locomotives made on the railroad industry. 160 pages, 113 color and 31 B&W photographs and illustrations, 11” x 9½”, hardcover..........................#R10643 $44.95

Streamliners at Spencer
Celebrate the beautifully designed streamliners of the 1930s,’40s, and ’50s! Coming together for one spectacular festival at Spencer, North Carolina, from May 29 to June 1, 2014, 26 streamlined locomotives were put on display. You’ll see each engine spin on the turntable and roll out for a railfan photo parade. 2 hrs. 2 min. DVD..................................................#RV9366 $29.95 Blu-ray..................................................#RV9367 $34.95

SD40-2 Survivors
Among the most reliable and efficient locomotives ever produced, the EMD SD40-2 was introduced in January of 1972, today finding itself primarily used for local short-run operations. Captured in HD, this two-part program follows these increasingly scarce engines in the Midwest with trains from BSNF, Canadian Pacific, Union Pacific, and others! 2 hours..........................$19.95 each

Volume 1 – Minnesota and Wisconsin action including First Union and Iowa Chicago & Eastern trains..........................#402080 NEW! Volume 2 – SD40-2s found in Minnesota, Wisconsin, Illinois, Indiana, and Ohio including those run by Norfolk Southern and Illinois Central.............#402247

Alco Heaven
American Locomotive Company / MLW: Steam, Diesels and More 1901 to Now
A stunning tribute to the brawny motive power built by the American Locomotive Company and its subsidiary Montreal Locomotive Works, this nostalgic 2-DVD program examines the company’s manufacturing facilities, workers, and engines. Enjoy a smorgasbord of Alco power – from UP’s 4-6-6-4 Challenger and CP’s Century units to S-class switchers – and insider documentaries such as Hauling the World and Alco Heritage Museum. 4 hrs. 24 min.

Volume 1..............................................#RV7142 Volume 2..............................................#RV7143 $24.95 each

VINTAGE DIESEL POWER
Solomon. This lavishly illustrated volume examines the formative period of American diesel locomotive evolution, from the pre-WWII era to the 1960s. You’ll view locomotives from Alco, Baldwin, Electro-Motive, Fairbanks-Morse and General Electric, including iconic models such as Geeps, E- and F-units, PAs and FAs, Sharknoses, and U-boats. 192 pages, 250 color and B&W photos, 8½” x 11”, softcover.............#R10329 $19.95

“Want to Ride My Train” Pin-Up Metal Sign
No one will say no to a ride with her! Featuring a lovely engineer riding her Baldwin 4-4-0 steam locomotive, this 24-gauge steel sign resembles the look of aged metal and paint. 12” x 18”, includes mounting holes. #R77682 $19.95

“Want to Ride My Train” Pin-Up Metal Sign
No one will say no to a ride with her! Featuring a lovely engineer riding her Baldwin 4-4-0 steam locomotive, this 24-gauge steel sign resembles the look of aged metal and paint. 12” x 18”, includes mounting holes. #R77682 $19.95

Locomotive Engineer Caps
These quality caps resembling those worn by steam-era engineers and firemen are adjustable for maximum comfort. #R11286 $9.95 each

Premium Washed Bibs
Made of 100% cotton, these worker’s overalls feature reinforced pockets, button closures, adjustable shoulder straps, and metal hardware.

Men’s – Hickory stripe pattern; includes a true diamond back construction, durable triple-needle stitching, reinforced back pockets, and button side closures.

Available sizes: (W x L)
34” x 30” 36” x 34” 40” x 32” 44” x 30”
34” x 32” 38” x 30” 40” x 34” 44” x 32”
34” x 34” 38” x 32” 42” x 30” 44” x 34”
36” x 30” 38” x 34” 42” x 32” 46” x 30”
36” x 32” 40” x 30” 42” x 34” 46” x 32”

Child – Blue or Pink
Sizes: 4, 5, 6, & 7 #R41079 $24.95

Infant – Blue or Pink
Months: 9, 12, 18, & 24 #R41080 $19.95

“Want to Ride My Train” Pin-Up Metal Sign
No one will say no to a ride with her! Featuring a lovely engineer riding her Baldwin 4-4-0 steam locomotive, this 24-gauge steel sign resembles the look of aged metal and paint. 12” x 18”, includes mounting holes. #R77682 $19.95

“Want to Ride My Train” Pin-Up Metal Sign
No one will say no to a ride with her! Featuring a lovely engineer riding her Baldwin 4-4-0 steam locomotive, this 24-gauge steel sign resembles the look of aged metal and paint. 12” x 18”, includes mounting holes. #R77682 $19.95

“Want to Ride My Train” Pin-Up Metal Sign
No one will say no to a ride with her! Featuring a lovely engineer riding her Baldwin 4-4-0 steam locomotive, this 24-gauge steel sign resembles the look of aged metal and paint. 12” x 18”, includes mounting holes. #R77682 $19.95

“Want to Ride My Train” Pin-Up Metal Sign
No one will say no to a ride with her! Featuring a lovely engineer riding her Baldwin 4-4-0 steam locomotive, this 24-gauge steel sign resembles the look of aged metal and paint. 12” x 18”, includes mounting holes. #R77682 $19.95
“No Trespassing” Metal Sign
Made of tin, this high-quality reproduction of a vintage rail yard sign features a distressed look and includes mounting holes. 14”x8”.
#R69378  $14.95

1860 Wood Reefer Freight Car
Replicating two pre-Civil War wood reefer freight cars – the precursor to the modernized steel units of the early 20th century – these HO scale models feature a realistic textured door and era-appropriate printing.
5” long. $16.95 each
A: Hammond Co. #402345
B: White Pass #402346

Ice House and Icing Platform Kit
Back in the days before mechanical refrigeration, ice-cooled reefer cars raced across country with their perishable loads. A replica of one of the icing stations that supplied ice for the railroads, this complete HO scale, easy-to-assemble plastic kit is molded in three colors and includes a detailed ice house building and an icing platform. You get plenty of add-on details, including an optional platform roof (used in warm areas to shade the ice), roof vents and 24 clear plastic “ice blocks.” Assembled ice house building measures 4¾” tall with a 10½”x5” footprint and icing platform measures 3” tall with a 18½”x1½” footprint..............#R77646 $39.95

1860 Wooden Box Car
Perfect additions to your classic HO scale layout, these colorful models are replicas of 1860 wooden box cars featuring vintage markings, a textured side door, and an authentic underframe.
5” long..............$16.95 each
A: Western & Atlantic #402342
B: Unionline #402343
C: Maryland & Pennsylvania #402344

40’ Wood-Side Reefer
These HO scale models, reproductions of 40’ wood-side reefer cars with 19th century markings, feature a realistic side door, roof-walk and ladders, and an authentic color scheme and livery. 5½” long.
$35.95 each
A: Grand Union #401349
B: Roberts Meats #401350
C: Sonoma County Wines #401351

X Car Color Guide
Volume 5: TLCX-ZTTX
Kinkaid. This wonderfully illustrated volume features vintage color photos and fascinating narrative that examine privately owned freight cars, also called “X-cars,” that travel the North American tracks. A useful resource for railfans and modelers alike, this fifth and final volume examines the reporting marks from TLCX to ZTTX. 128 pages, 200+ color photographs, 8½”x11”, hardcover.
#402317 $59.95

50’6” Drop End Gondola
Carrying various freight loads, these HO scale models are eye-catching replicas of 50’6” drop end gondolas. In addition to their realistic load, they also feature an open-top design, authentic markings and color scheme, and a realistic underframe. 7” long.
$45.95 each
A: Conrail #401416
B: Patapsco/Back River #401417
C: Rock Island #401418
D: Pennsylvania #401419

Order Today at 800-261-5922 or www.HistoricRail.com
Industry  Railroad Operations / Logging

Vintage Railway Express Agency Metal Sign
Made of aluminum with mounting holes. 12" x 12" .................................. $19.95

1942 Ford Railroad Express Truck Kit
Set up in 1917 as America entered World War I, the Railway Express Agency was a government-sponsored parcel delivery service utilizing the expansive national railway system to ensure the safe transportation of goods during wartime. This HO scale kit of a Ford truck used by the REA in the "40s features a clear windshield, realistic side and rear doors, and colorful decals. Assembly required. 2½" long ........................................ $19.95

Mail by Rail An Inside Look at the Railway Post Office
Railway Post Office cars, where first class U.S. mail was sorted by clerks, were off-limits to passengers—until now! This DVD includes a vintage RPO training film, a demonstration on RPO procedures, a parade of mail cars from the 1940s through the eve of Amtrak, rides aboard the Santa Fe Chief and Fast Mail, and more. 1 hour .................................. $29.95

USA by Rail: Plus Canada
Pitt. An essential guidebook for rail travelers, this illustrated volume features comprehensive advice on everything relating to North American train service. See 37 of the continent’s most memorable routes displayed on fully detailed maps as well as receiving insight on ticket prices, tipping etiquette, sightseeing attractions, railway museums, and service timetables. 336 pages, color photos and maps, 5½" x 8½", softcover .................................. $24.95

Express, Mail & Merchandise Service
Wilson. Dazzle your friends and fellow rail modelers with this uniquely authentic layout you construct using insight featured in this illustrated reference guide! Perfect for eras spanning from the 1900s through the 1960s, this book teaches you how to build package, express, and mail traffic including providing historical context and tips on creating terminals, baggage cars, and freight houses. 96 pages, color photos, 8¼" x 10¼", softcover .................................. $21.95

ForestRails Georgia-Pacific's Railroads
Tedder. Founded in 1927, Georgia-Pacific began as a small lumber company and expanded to a major industry player, thanks in no small measure to regional railroads. This visual timeline of the G-P examines how rail access changed the game, allowing loggers to grow and acquire more than twenty additional short lines and private operations. 128 pages, 200+ color photographs, 5½" x 8½", hardcover .................................. $79.95

1860 Log Car
The rugged early loggers of the 19th century, as rail technology advanced, relied more and more on freight cars to transport their heavy loads across the country. This HO scale model replicates an 1860 log car featuring a realistic wood load, an open-top design, and an authentic vintage paint scheme and markings. 5" long .................................. $16.95 each
A: Denver & Rio Grande Western .................................. $16.95
B: Weyerhaeuser .................................. $16.95

Western Steam Loggers
Some of the most dramatic rail action can be found on the backwoods logging tracks and related shortlines of the American west. Featuring fast-paced narration, this program travels to the region and presents viewers with a look at three 2-6-2s hard at work, a 2-8-0 Klickitat Log hauling logs to the dump pond, a standard gauge Heisler switching cars in Glendale, Oregon, and a special excursion with Sierra #28. 1 hr. 4 min. .................................. $29.95

Railroad Workers
Each set includes six plastic figures that are finely detailed and painted by hand. 
A: Engineers .................................. $15.95
B: Train Mechanics .................................. $15.95
C: Track Workers .................................. $15.95
D: Rail Workers .................................. $16.95

Sign up for E-Mail Exclusives at www.HistoricRail.com
5½” long............................................................................................ $21.95 each

This HO scale model of an offset quad hopper features a finely molded body and RP25 metal wheels for optimum tracking, magnetically operated knuckle couplers, an authentic paint scheme, and more. 5½” long......................................................................................... #R01797 $17.95

1968 Farmington Mine Disaster – Campione. Travel to West Virginia and examine the 1968 explosion in a Consolidated Coal Mine that cost 78 lives and forever changed industry safety regulations.................... #402176

Early Coal Mining in the Anthracite Region Richards. Learn about the colliers, miners, and drivers who used everything from helmet lamps lit by fire to massive machines called “coal breakers” in the soot-filled mines of northeastern Pennsylvania............................................................. #R37137

Pittsburg, Shawmut & Northern Railroad – Clark. Follow the history of the company that never quite met expectations, filing bankruptcy five years after its birth and limping along with outdated and tired equipment until its 1947 scrapping................... #402067

160-page history. 128 pages, 135+ B&W photos, 6½”x 9¼”, softcover...............................

40’ 4-Bay Offset Hopper

This HO scale model of an offset quad hopper features a finely molded body and RP25 metal wheels for optimum tracking, magnetically operated knuckle couplers, an authentic paint scheme, and more. 5½” long......................................................................................... #R01797 $17.95

Diamond Coal Corporation Kit

Perfect for both steam- and diesel-era layouts, this incredibly detailed, HO scale kit of the “Diamond Coal Corporation” is right out of blue collar Americana and has all the features of a traditional coal loading operation. You get simulated corrugated metal siding and roofing, glazed windows, a conveyer and supports for above- or below-ground operations, a separate stack bin, clearance for two loading tracks, intricate walkways and stairs, printed signs, and more. 7½” tall with a 19½”x 13¼” footprint; assembly required.................................................................................................................. #R11061 $49.95

24’ Minnesota Ore Car Sets

These HO scale model sets each include six 24’ ore service hoppers featuring correct wheelbase trucks, an authentic open-top design, six different car numbers, turned-metal wheelsets, and a realistic underframe. 3¼” long. $99.95 per set

A: Duluth, Missabe & Iron Range (Early) ........................................... #401773

B: Duluth, Missabe & Iron Range (Modern) ........................................... #401774

C: Chicago & North Western ....................................................................... #401775

D: Soo Line ..................................................................................................... #401776

E: Union Pacific .................................................................................................... #401777

Sets Include Six Cars with Different Road Numbers!

The Anthracite Railroads in the 70s Volume 3

The backbone of many regional economies, the anthracite industry was struggling mightily by the 1970s and, by 1976, the once thriving railroads could no longer function independently and were absorbed by Conrail. This in-depth program tracks the 1970s timeline and examines the fate of ailing operations of the Lehigh Valley Railroad from Treichlers, Pennsylvania, to Lockwood, New York. 1 hr. 24 min..................... #401878 $29.95

Steel

The Story of Pittsburgh’s Iron & Steel Industry, 1852-1902

Perelman. A fascinating story of both tremendous wealth and crippling labor relations, the Gilded Age steel industry in Pittsburgh featured more than a few titans – including Andrew Carnegie and Ben Franklin Jones. This enthralling book examines how the industry’s strong-willed leaders both plotted against one another and joined forces to crush their pro-union, immigrant workforce. 192 pages, 20 B&W photos, 6”x 9”, softcover........................ #402276 $21.95

Steel From Mine to Mill, the Metal that Made America

Stoddard. Available only in small qualities until the mid-1800s, steel thereafter helped mold a young nation through its versatility, used to construct a myriad of influential structures including railroads, ships, skyscrapers, and bridges. This unique book explores the metal’s importance in America, as readers get inside the hemisphere’s largest blast furnace and read interviews with men who toiled next to blazing liquid steel. 304 pages, 122 color and B&W photos, 7½”x 9¼”, hardcover.......................... #402072 $34.95

Order Today at 800-261-5922 or www.HistoricRail.com
**“Haymaker Lunch” Jigsaw Puzzle**

Ken Zylla. Hungry from a hard morning’s work, these hay farmers appreciate a brief moment of relaxation to enjoy Ma’s potato salad and lemonade. 1,000 pieces. 30”x19”.

#K130043 $15.95

This Was Wheat Farming

Brumfield. In this photo-history, which examines early wheat harvesting operations in Oregon, Washington and Idaho, you’ll learn about the development of the northwestern grain industry as you view rare archival images of mills, harvesting operations such as heading and threshing, horse and steam power, and more. 192 pages, 293 B&W photos, 8½”x11”, softcover.

#R10364 $19.95

**Farm Equipment Kits**

Complete your rural HO scale layouts with some authentic farm equipment! Each of these kits feature durable pewter pieces, a realistic design, various moving parts (including operating mechanisms), and treaded tires. The tractor even comes with a driving farmer figure! Minimal painting and assembly required.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>..............................</td>
<td>.................................</td>
<td>..................................</td>
<td>..................</td>
<td>..........................</td>
<td>..........................</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$24.95</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
<td>$20.95</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**1956 Ferguson FE 35 Tractor**

Sporting a striking two-tone gray and gold paint scheme, this 1/16 scale, die cast model is a reproduction of a 1956 FE 35 – among the final tractors to feature the original Ferguson badging, before the company merger changed the name to Massey Ferguson. It features realistic engine details, a well-equipped operator’s area, treaded and free-rolling rubber tires, and collectible packaging. 10¼” long.

#402379 $79.95

**1935 McCormick Deering Farmall F12 Tractor**

This 1/43 scale, die cast model of a Farmall F12 tractor – a smaller version of the original “Regular” model – features a detailed engine, steerable front wheels, authentic McCormick-Deering Farmall markings, and more! Measures 3¼” long and comes in a clear plastic display.

#401122 $79.95

**1935 McCormick Deering Farmall Super MD Tractor**

The Farmall tractor “M series” were among the most widely produced. This 1/16 scale, die cast replica of the classic machine features an appropriate Farmall livery and paint scheme, a well-equipped operator’s area, realistic engine details, Chamshell rear fenders, and free-rolling treaded tires. Measures approximately 7” long.

#R77621 $29.95

**1/43 Scale 1935 McCormick Deering Farmall F12 Tractor**

**1/16 Scale 1935 McCormick Deering Farmall Super MD Tractor**

**1/16 Scale 1956 Ferguson FE 35 Tractor**
Grain / Farm Industry

Grain Truck Kits

Haul your grain or other crops with these trucks! Replicas of mid-twentieth century American-made grain trucks, these HO scale, cast resin kits feature a finely molded body with a detailed grille and glazed windows, an open bed, separately applied metal detail parts, vinyl tires, and authentic markings. 2½” long; assembly required...

![A: 1941-47 Ford COE](#R60333)
B: 1948-53 Chevy COE...
C: 1948-53 Chevy Conventional.....

$21.95 each

Prairie Co-Op Kit

Resembling a small-town terminal elevator operation introduced in the early 20th century, this HO scale, plastic kit of the “Prairie Co-Op” consists of an elevator, an unloading shed, and an office building.

You get finely textured surfaces with simulated concrete and cement block siding, glazed windows, a truck door on the offi  ce, loading sprouts, and more. Elevator and unloading shed measure 12” tall with a 5⅛”x 7⅛” footprint, office measures 2¼” tall with a 4⅞”x 3¼” footprint; assembly required.

#R11076 $39.95

Livestock

No rural layout would be complete without a diverse selection of realistic farm animals! These HO scale plastic models — finely molded and hand-painted — represent a colorful assortment of livestock including pigs, cows, horses, and more!....................... $15.95 each

A: Yorkshire Pigs – 12-pack
B: Hampshire Pigs – 12-pack
C: Hereford Cows – 7-pack
D: Black Angus Cows – 7-pack
E: Holstein Dairy Cows – 7-pack
F: Horses – 6-pack

40’ Stock Car

Transport your livestock to market in these HO scale stock cars! They feature a finely molded body with ventilation slats and meticulous rivet details, authentic company markings, stirrup steps, ladders, a roof walk, and opening doors. 5½” long.

Southern Pacific...
Baltimore & Ohio...
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy...

$27.95 each

SAVE UP TO $25
Harbor Sounds
Vintage Ambiance
Enjoy the classic sounds of a big city harbor during the steam era! This CD features continuous sounds from steam whistles and fog horns to ocean liners, freighters, tugboats, fishing boats, bell buoys, seagulls, lapping water, and more. 1 hr. 12 min. ................................................ #RA2401 $14.95

Sailing Into History
Great Lakes Bulk Carriers of the Twentieth Century and Crews Who Sailed Them
Boles. From Duluth to New York, the Great Lakes have provided North American industry an inroad to the country’s heartland after overcoming expensive obstacles and literally bending the waterways to their needs. Track the entire 20th century progression of Great Lakes bulk carriers and learn the often tumultuous regional history that ensnared seamen, labor leaders, and government officials. 234 pages, illustrated, 6”x 9”, hardcover. #402297 $39.95

End of an Era
The Last of the Great Lakes Steamboats
Plowden. Travel the Great Lakes through the lens of photo genius David Plowden to enjoy a look at the last of the steam-powered lake freighters. Each large-sized, vivid image and evocative line of text captures the splendor aboard these steel giants – from intricate machinery and the glow of the firehold to the sprawling deck and weathered seamen. 155 pages, 111 B&W photographs, 9½”x11”, hardcover. #R01106 $49.95

Steamer of the Great Lakes
History of Steamers, Plus Longships and a Shipwreck
Playing host to vital transportation routes for both Americans and Canadians, the Great Lakes have seen their share of mesmerizing impressive ships and devastating wrecks. Six films are featured on this captivating program which examines some of the lakes’ great ore carriers, most incredible steamers, and infamous Rouse Simmons crash in Chicago over the 1912 Christmas season. 1 hr. 36 min. #402146 $19.95

Cement Boat
The End of an Era
Experience life on the Great Lakes aboard the steamer Alpena! You’ll see candid interviews from the ship’s officers, engineers, and cooks about living and working on the lakes; examine the cargo and conveyor system; and view footage of steamboats as they fire their boilers for the last time. 1 hr. 12 min. #RV9070 $19.95

Great Lakes in Depth
Lake Michigan
Explore the depths of Lake Michigan, literally and figuratively, with this informative DVD chronicling its most memorable wrecks. From the Carl D. Bradley to the Milwaukee, all of the lake’s worst disasters are explored, in addition to a look at the 1940 Armistice Day storm and southwest Michigan’s underwater preserve. 1 hr. #401224 $19.95

Deep Six
Titans of the Great Lakes
This thrilling film explores the six largest shipwrecks on North America’s Great Lakes. You’ll learn about the SS James Carruthers, which was lost on Lake Huron during the Great Lakes Storm of 1913; the William Moreland, which was torn in two off the Keweenaw Peninsula in Lake Superior; and others, including the Edmund Fitzgerald. 1 hr. #RV5912 $19.95

The Edmund Fitzgerald Investigations
Plunge into the mystery of the most famous shipwreck on the Great Lakes! From exclusive construction footage of the Fitz to interviews with every major expedition to visit the wreck site, this program introduces new footage of the investigations from the newest technology used to search the wreck and probe the icy depths to unlock the mystery of what happened to the 29 men. 1 hr. #RV5911 $19.95

End of an Era
Cutter Rescues
Break ice on the most powerful cutters on the water and meet the crews that keep the lakes safe today as you learn about the incredible “career highlights” of four Great Lakes Coast Guard cutters, from the first official icebreaker Escanaba to the brand new Mackinaw. You’ll see rare film footage of the Escanaba, Hollyhock, Sundew, and Mackinaw and also go aboard three of the four ships – and dive into the Atlantic Ocean to see the final resting place of the Hollyhock! Hear eyewitnesses to rescues from the Henry Cort, Cedarville, Dorchester, Nordmeer, and Carl D. Bradley. 1 hr. #RV5914 $19.95

U.S. Coast Guard Utility Boat Kit
One of the U.S. Coast Guard’s last major in-house design improvements, the 41” Utility Boat was developed in the late 1960s to perform duties including search and rescue, law enforcement, and nearshore patrol. A striking replica of the recognizable vessel, this 1/16 scale kit features finely cut wood pieces, 32-piece deck hardware fittings, an opening captain’s door, a well-equipped interior, and a series of realistic accessories. Assembly required. Skill level 3. 31” long. #400704 $185

Hardware Kit – Your new model doesn’t need to collect dust on the shelf! Show it off on the water with this running hardware kit featuring everything you need to put your boat in motion. #400705 $150

Sign up for E-Mail Exclusives at www.HistoricRail.com
George W. Washburn Steamboat Kit
A replica of the George W. Washburn, which was launched in 1890 by the Cornell Steamboat Company to move barges, cargo, and paying customers up and down the Hudson River, this premium quality, O scale kit features laser-cut wood parts for plank-on-frame construction, realistic smoke stacks, metal deck hardware, color decals and flags, and a display stand. Suitable for radio-controlled operation (motor not included). Assembly required. 30” long...........#R85023 $215

New Orleans Delta Queen Wood Sign
Reminiscent of an advertisement highlighting the jazz music, good food, and romance to be found on the Delta Queen riverboat, which cruises the major rivers that join with the Mississippi, this vintage-style, distressed hardwood panel sign measures 26”x15”..........#R68699 $59.95

American Queen St. Louis to St. Paul on the Upper Mississippi River
Come aboard the world’s biggest steam riverboat for a 685-mile cruise along the scenic upper Mississippi River from St. Louis to St. Paul. The program includes details about the boat, complete with an engine room tour; an interview with the captain; “lock-in” through three of the 27 locks and dams on the river; stops at several famous river towns; a visit to three steamboat museums; and more. Color, 1 hr. 44 min...........#RV6208 $29.95

Ocean Liners Titanic, Lusitania, Manhattan & Normandie
Combining short films, documentaries and newsreels, this video collection features rare footage of 20th century ocean liners – from well-known stories of the RMS Titanic and the RMS Lusitania to lesser-known accounts of the SS Manhattan and its World War II conversion, the building and launching of the RMS Queen Mary, the confiscation and sabotage of France’s SS Normandie, and more. 1 hr. 33 min............................#RV9447 $19.95

“Send Off for the Queen” Jigsaw Puzzle
Kevin Walsh. The elegant flagship of the famous Cunard-White Star Line, the superliner Queen Mary, leaves port in Southampton, England, for a late-1930s transatlantic crossing. This 1,000-piece jigsaw puzzle measures 27”x20” when assembled..........................#R67187 $15.95

King of the Mississippi Riverboat Kit
A replica of the King of the Mississippi paddlewheel steamboat, this museum quality, HO scale compatible (1/80), wood kit features plank-on-frame construction; a detailed hull, deck, and superstructure; molded wood pieces to help you shape the bow and stern; plenty of brass parts, including chimney heads and decorations, a bell, a steering wheel, handrails, and pin nails; cast metal windows, doors, and paddle-wheels; and galvanized wire, brass cables, and cotton rigging. Assembly required; 27” long; skill level 3..................#R86155 $209

RMS Queen Mary
One of the most popular transatlantic liners in history, the RMS Queen Mary was christened in September of 1934 and made weekly trips from Southampton to New York. A premium quality replica of the ship, this 1/306 scale model is crafted of top-quality wood and features warm LED lighting shining through the portholes! It also includes a fully detailed superstructure and hull, four-wire metal railings, open promenade decks, accurate anchors, metal-trussed crane booms, and realistic deck objects (including cleat, vent shafts, lattice grates, and miniature benches). 40” long...#402189 Reg: $699  Now: $499

Order Today at 800-261-5922 or www.HistoricRail.com

Passenger Ships
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World’s Fair / Circus

**Expo Magic of the White City**
Filled with thousands of archival photographs and illustrations set to live sound recordings, this DVD transports you to Chicago in 1893 to experience the immensity of the World’s Fair: Columbian Exposition. With Gene Wilder as your guide, you’ll walk the 700 acres of the Fair, party on the Midway, eat at the cafés, ride the Ferris Wheel, watch the Tower of Lights illuminating the fair at night, and more. Includes bonus “making of” featurettes, commentary tracks, deleted scenes, and more. Widescreen, Dolby Digital 5.1, 1 hr. 56 min. #RV7627 $24.95

**The Electrifying Fall of Rainbow City**
Spectacle and Assassination at the 1901 World’s Fair
Creighton. The 1901 World’s Fair opened with hopes of being a spectacularly dazzling event that set the stage for the technological age of the 20th century; it was instead beset with crippling controversy and tragedy. This engaging narrative examines the entire affair including the attempted electrocution of an elephant, a daredevil riding a barrel over Niagara Falls, and, most appalling, the assassination of President McKinley.
352 pages, B&W photos, 6½”x 9½”, hardcover. #402301 $28.95

**Images of America 1980s World’s Fairs**
The 1982 World’s Fair in Knoxville, Tennessee, and the 1984 event in New Orleans were two of the last such spectacles held in the United States, and these Images of America guides examine both in fully illustrated detail. 128 pages, 200+ B&W photos, 6½”x 9¼”, softcover. #400397 $21.95 each

**The 1984 New Orleans World’s Fair**
Cotter. Though the 1984 World’s Fair did breathe new life into the dilapidated New Orleans city center, it also went bankrupt after a $350 million investment.

**1915-1939 World Fairs Film Library**
This program presents a fascinating montage of film footage from World Fairs held during the early 20th century. You’ll view activities at the 1915 Panama-Pacific International Exposition in San Francisco, the Century of Progress 1933 Chicago World’s Fair, the 1939 New York World’s Fair, and the 1939-40 Golden Gate International Exposition in San Francisco. B&W and color, 1 hr. 30 min. #RV2254 $14.95

**Vintage Amusement Park Film Collection**
This collection includes 6 films that explore the most popular American attractions of the mid-20th century. You'll tour Freedonland in New York, visit Coney Island in its heyday, walk the streets of Manhattan and Greenwich Village during the final days of WWII, marvel at the sights and sounds of California's Santa Monica Pier, and spend a day with a Cub Scout troop at Disneyland. B&W and color, 1 hr. 44 min. #RV7501 $14.95

**1915-1939 World Fairs Film Library**
Track oval is over 8-feet long!

**G Scale Ringling Brothers and Barnum & Bailey Circus Train Set**
This colorful, G scale circus train set includes a beautifully detailed 4-6-0 steam locomotive with an operating headlight and smoke unit and speed-synchronized sound; a tender with a simulated coal load; a combine car for your circus performers; an “Elephant” stock car; and a flat car with two circus wagons that house a lion and a tiger. You also get a 98”x 51” oval of track, a power pack/speed controller, a lifetime limited warranty, an instructional DVD for easy setup, and more. Locomotive with tender measures 28” long.
Reg: $629  Now: $399

**The Ringling Brothers Kings of the Circus**
Filled with rare archival footage, this documentary shows how five poor brothers from Baraboo, Wisconsin, became “kings of the circus… when the circus was king.” You’ll learn about the Ringling Brothers Circus from its humble founding in 1884 through its leap into the ranks of railroad circuses, its acquisition of the Barnum & Bailey Circus in 1907, the demise of the great American traveling circus, and beyond. 47 minutes. #RV7623 $24.95

**Ricardo Family of Clowns Wood Sign**
Stylishly distressed to resemble a vintage advertisement, this colorful wood sign urges you to attend, for just fifty cents, the “spectacular achievement” – the Ricardo Family of Clowns show! 28”x 15” #400639 $59.95

Sign up for E-Mail Exclusives at www.HistoricRail.com
The General
On April 12, 1862, Union scout James J. Andrews led a military raid in Northern Georgia to hijack a Confederate 4-4-0 locomotive – "The General" – and take it northward toward Chattanooga, Tennessee, damaging vital railways along the way. The South responded by sending numerous locomotives after them on an incredible 87-mile chase.

HO Scale Train Set
Take home your own "General" with this complete HO scale train set featuring a 4-4-0 with an operating headlight, a tender with a simulated load, a box car, a gondola, a combine, two office buildings, a 56"x38" oval of E-Z track, a speed controller, and an instruction manual. 24½" long.

HO Scale Locomotive Kit
This 1/25 scale kit replicates both the engine and its load-carrying tender and features a steam stack and bell, see-through cab windows, a well-equipped interior, and a display stand with rails, ties, roadbed, and a nameplate. Assembly required. 300 pieces Skill level 3. 28" long.

The Great Locomotive Chase
Fess Parker stars as James Andrews in this gripping film, a 1956 re-creation of the famous train heist that also features unforgettable performances by Jeffrey Hunter, John Lupton, Stan Jones, and Slim Pickens. 1 hr. 27 min...........

Civil War RR Story
"The General"
Learn the story behind the Union Army’s attempt to steal the Confederacy's General steam locomotive in 1862! You get five films, including The General, Parts 1 and 2, the 1927 silent film, The General, starring Buster Keaton; The General: Narration, about the making of Keaton’s film; The Great Chase Story, about how the real event unfolded; and 1911 Railroad Raiders of ‘62, a rare silent film from 1911.

Civil War Chess Set with Glass Board
Consisting of full-color resin Union and Confederate chess pieces, it includes Abraham Lincoln and Jefferson Davis as opposing kings. You even get a 17"x17" glass board! Figures measure up to 3" tall.

A Strange Engine of War
The "Winans" Steam Gun and the Civil War in Maryland
Lamb. At the outbreak of the Civil War, nervous Baltimore residents heard rumors of agitated Southern sympathizers in the city, in possession of a new lethal weapon capable of firing 300 rounds per minute: the “Winans Steam Gun.” Travel back in time to the early 1860s and learn the history of the fantastical machine and its patent disputes, test firings, and mechanical capabilities. 96 pages, illustrated. 6"x9", softcover.................................................#402300 $12.95

The North Eastern Railway in the First World War
Langham. The only railroad company to raise their own battalion of men during the Great War, the North Eastern Railway transformed their business in 1914 to help the Allies achieve victory. This gripping volume investigates the British NER and its activity in World War I – including sending locomotives to France and its conversion of factories into weapon-manufacturing plants. 208 pages, 30 B&W images, 6½"x9½", softcover.........................................................#402280 $25.95

"Grand Old Flag" Jigsaw Puzzle
A bald eagle flies over one of the most iconic images of U.S. military triumph – the Iwo Jima flag-raising – in this unique, 500-piece jigsaw puzzle. 24"x 16".....................#700494 $11.95

Order Today at 800-261-5922 or www.HistoricRail.com
U.S. Military Rolling Stock

Authentic additions to your military layout, these HO scale models are unique reproductions of flat-cars, cabooses, and cannons riding the rails with the U.S. Army during the Second World War. In addition to their era-appropriate paint schemes and markings, they also feature realistic accessories – including weaponry, equipment, freight, and cranes.

A: Cannon Railcar – 7" long..........................#R98787 $25.95
B: 40' Flatcar (With Searchlight) – 5½" long...#R92712 $17.95
C: NEW! 40' Flatcar (With Crates) – 5½" long...#402350 $16.95
D: NEW! 51' Flatcar (With Containers) – 7" long...#402352 $19.95
E: NEW! Caboose (With Crane) – 5" long........#402351 $18.95
F: NEW! Caboose – 4" long............................#402353 $17.95

Mean Military Machines

Add some lethal weaponry to your collection with these HO scale models, replicas of rugged World War II vehicles fielded by the U.S. Army. They feature detailed tracks or tires, authentic weaponry (where applicable), and realistic simulated accessories.

A: Sherman Tank
2½" long..................#R95306 $14.95
B: Howitzer M114
2¼" long..............#R78796 $24.95
C: GMC CCKW Cargo Truck
"Deuce and a Half"
3" long.            #R77523 $24.95
D: M16 Half-Track
3" long...............#R78258 $19.95
E: M21 Half-Track
3" long...............#R78259 $19.95
F: M931 Tanker
4¼" long.            #R60392 $39.95

U.S. Army Jeeps

These 1/18 scale, die cast metal and plastic models replicate jeeps driven by the American Army in World War II, including one used by the military police. Each's striking green paint scheme suggest they just came off the assembly line, and they also feature a fold-down windshield, side-mounted accessories, a well-equipped interior, and treaded tires. 8" long.......................$49.95 each

A: U.S. Army..........#402147   B: NEW! U.S. Army (MP)........#402148

The driver and his passenger casually smoke cigars while they navigate their U.S. Army Jeep alongside two rifle-equipped soldiers. This collection of 1/18 scale models and figures, realistically outfitted and ready to display, would make great additions to your World War II showcase! 4" tall standing figures.

A: Standing Soldier (Holding Rifle) – Poly-resin...............#402150 $11.95
B: NEW! Jeep (Olive Drab / Weathered) – 8" long.
Die cast..............................................#402160 $52.95
C: Seated Soldier (Riding) – Poly-resin......................#402152 $11.95
D: Seated Soldier (Driving) – Poly-resin...................#402153 $11.95
E: Standing Soldier (Pointing Rifle) – Poly-resin...........#402151 $11.95
“New Orleans Streetcars” Jigsaw Puzzle
The vibrant red street cars of New Orleans are the stars of this vintage-style jigsaw puzzle. 1,000 pieces. 26½”x 19¼”. #400853 $19.95

Street Cars of Washington D.C.
Springirth. Our nation’s capital has a rich history of street cars, being the first North American city to run exclusively PCC units – and the only ones with plows for conduit operation. Track the fascinating timeline of street cars in D.C. with this pictorial volume examining their service through the 1961 closure and its return in February of 2016. 128 pages, 218 color photos, 8½”x11”, softcover. #402275 $25.95

Early Trolley Cars
Enjoy three vintage traction films on one DVD! Chicago Surface Lines 1920s shows most types of CSL cars along and Tin-Lizzie-trolley sideswipes; Getting About Detroit is a 1934 film that presents the Detroit trolley system from the late 1800s to the mid-1930s; and Man Behind the Street Car is an early 1930s look at the Philadelphia Transportation Company, including coverage of all street-car types. 53 minutes. #RV7500 $24.95

Vintage Train Bulletin Metal Sign
Resembling a vintage train station bulletin board, this distressed aluminum sign includes mounting holes. 18”x12” #R62057 $24.95

American Passenger Trains and Locomotives Illustrated
Wegman. Drawing from original designs, company records, and even old paint chips, Mark Wegman has visually reconstructed 40 famous named-trains from the golden age of rail. In addition to color renderings, readers will also enjoy a comprehensive history of the train and creative mementos including postcards, menus, and luggage stickers. 160 pages, 180 color images, 11¼”x9½”, hardcover. #402320 $14.95

The Metroliners
Trains that Changed the Course of American Rail Travel
Goldberg and Warner. The innovative high-speed trains known as “Metroliners” were developed over four decades and, despite being introduced in an era of rail travel uncertainty, they became the preferred method of transport between New York and D.C. This reference book covers the speedy trains’ development, marketing, operational challenges, and influence on Amtrak. 128 pages, 200+ color photos, 8½”x11”, hardcover. #401744 $59.95

LAURENTIAN TO ADIRONDACK
The scenic twists and turns on the tracks above Lake Champlain in upstate New York have been famously traversed first by the D&H’s Laurentian and, since 1971, Amtrak’s Adirondack. This program covers an expansive timeline and features footage of the iconic route from the end of steam through today with a look at Alco RS2s, Pas, Turbos, heritage coaches, full domes, and more! 1 hr. 17 min. #400663 $29.95

Images of Modern America
California’s Capitol Corridor
Vurek. Running between Sacramento and San Jose, the “Capitol Corridor” is an Amtrak train that continues to provide crucial passenger transport in northern California. An Images of Modern America volume, this illustrated book explores the diverse landscape between the cities in addition to offering insight on its ever-evolving technology. 96 pages, 152 color photos, 6½”x 9¼”, softcover. #402274 $22.95

Streets of San Francisco
Stan Stokes. A pair of cable cars glide past a vintage 1955 Ford Thunderbird and a Packard Caribbean as they crawl along the steep hills of San Francisco. The infamous Alcatraz island is visible in the distance. This print arrives signed and numbered by the artist. 21”x14”. #R07074 Reg: $150 Now: $74.95 SAVE $75

New York Subway Metal Sign
A replica of a New York City subway map with complete station and line details, this 24-gauge steel sign is hand distressed to create the look and feel of aged metal and paint. 12”x18” includes mounting holes. #R66415 $19.95

Tracks of the NYC Subway 2016 Edition
Dougherty. This newest edition in a recurring series offers readers a comprehensive snapshot of NYC subways in 2016. In addition to using detailed diagrams to help examine tracks, lights, and yards, readers will also be treated to a study on how these lines have changed over the years to suit modern technology and changing transportation needs. 109 pages, B&W illustrations, 11”x 8½”, spiral-bound. #400608 $41.95

Order Today at 800-261-5922 or www.HistoricRail.com
B&O Lighted Clock
This stunningly bright, backlit, neon clock is made in the U.S.A. and features a crystal-clear, scratch-resistant outer lens, classic-style printing, an easily-accessible on/off switch on the cord, and precise quartz movement. Requires one AA battery (not included). 14” diameter...#R61142

Reg: $150  Now: $125

Images Series:
Baltimore & Ohio
Part of the celebrated Images of America and Images of Rail collections, these pictorial reference guides examine everything relating to the B&O Railroad including an overview of their history and a look at their operations in the Mountain State. 128 pages, 200+ B&W photos, 6½”x9¼”, softcover..............$21.95 each
Along the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad Withers. See the company’s ad operations, facilities, and structures along the tracks from Cumberland to Uniontown during the coal and coke booms of the 1880s through the 1920s..........................#R01303
The Baltimore and Ohio Railroad in West Virginia McGuiness. Explore West Virginia’s B&O roots dating back to 1827 including a look at the railroad’s locomotives, passenger and freight trains, and architecture..............................#R02369

Classic Railroad Series
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad
This video features B&O steam and diesels in both freight and passenger service. Includes rail yards, maintenance shops, and passenger trains. Color & B&W. 40 minutes.
#RV6094  Reg: $24.95  Now: $19.95

Dining on the B&O
Recipes and Sidelights from a Bygone Age Greco & Spence. During the heyday of American passenger railroading, B&O’s cuisine won wide acclaim as the finest railway food in the country. This book combines many of B&O’s best original recipes with historical photographs to capture the elegance and charm of the dining car experience. Start cooking the B&O way! 208 pages, 25 B&W and 16 color photos, 9”x8”, hardcover...........................................#R01724  $34.95

Chesapeake & Ohio Mail by Rail
Dixon Jr. Among the most comprehensive reference guides on railroad mail delivery, this pictorial profile examines Chesapeake & Ohio service from 1837 to 1969. Both wooden and steel units are captured in vintage photos – interior and exterior views – in addition to a peek at post offices along the routes, its principal predecessors, and express cars. 96 pages, 100+ color and B&W photos, 8½”x11”, softcover..............#402241  $24.95

Chesapeake & Ohio Through Passenger Service in Color
Doughty. After World War II, C&O’s enigmatic chairman Robert Young made it his mission to transform his company’s passenger service, in turn investing heavily in the newest (and often bizarrely exotic) industry equipment. This full-color volume looks at the ambitious experiment that, while it failed to succeed during Young’s tenure which ended in 1954, set the course for years to come. 128 pages, 200+ color photos.

Chesapeake System in Color
Withers. Operating independently from 1973-1980, the Chesapeake System controlled the C&O, B&O, and Western Maryland Railroads, covering all of their trains with the recognizable blue and yellow kitten logo. This illustrated guide examines the many colorful engines of the era and how the famous feline design was branded on everything from shirts to belt buckles. 128 pages, color photos, 8½”x11”, hardcover..........................#R11393  $59.95

Chessie Sand Patch
Vol. 1: Cumberland to Rockwood, June 1878 – 54 minutes..........................#RV2245  $29.95
Vol. 2: Cumberland to the West Slope, 1982-84
The Chessie System’s historic Sand Patch route is one of the most grueling lines ever built. You’ll follow its busy operations as trains tackle the tough grades – which ascend more than 1,000 feet in less than 20 miles – from Cumberland, Maryland, to the west slope and back, with a brief visit to the Mountain Subdivision and the famous 17 mile grade. 55 minutes..................#RV2064  $29.95

Chessie Accessories
Celebrate the Chessie System with a new accessory featuring the adorable sleeping kitten logo so synonymous with the C&O.
Afghan – Stay warm with this heavy-weave afghan featuring full-color imagery! 70”x48”.
#400886  $74.95
Pillow – Sleep like a kitten with this high-quality, full count tapestry pillow! It features piped edges and a full-color image of Chessie the railroad kitten. 17”x17”....................#R05580  $39.95

Sign up for E-Mail Exclusives at www.HistoricRail.com
Atlantic Coast Line in Color
McClellan III. This wonderfully illustrated volume features vintage color photographs and fascinating narrative that detail the famed Atlantic Coast Line Railroad, which for the first half of the 20th century served the Southeast region of the United States— with a concentration of lines in Florida. You'll view the motive power of that road’s famed purple and silver locomotives right up until its 1967 merger with the Seaboard Air Line. 128 pages, 200+ color photos, 8½”x 11”, hardcover......................#R11371 $59.95

Seaboard Coast Line in Color
McClellan III. Lavishly illustrated, this pictorial guide examines the Seaboard Coast Line which, the result of a merger between the Atlantic Coast Line and Seaboard Air Line railroads in 1967, was a leading primary passenger transport rail in the South-eastern United States prior to the creation of Amtrak in 1971. You'll marvel at color photos of a railway that once had a 54 percent market share of rail service in the southeast. 128 pages, color photos, 8½”x 11”, hardcover...........................#R77775 $59.95

Classic Railroad Series
Seaboard Air Line Railroad
These vintage films produced by the Seaboard Railroad in the 1940s show how a “modern” railroad serves its passengers and industry. You'll view runbys of first generation diesels, in both freight and passenger paint, and a few transition-era steam locomotives, too. You even get a full tour of the Silver Streak! Color and B&W, 30 minutes.............#RV9275 $29.95 Blu-ray......#RV9276 $34.95

Images of Rail
The New York Central System
Leavy. A generation has passed since a New York Central emblem dashed across the countryside on a railroad car, but few could ever forget “the greatest railroad in the world.” In this photo-history, you get to see it all again: from the amalgamation of smaller lines that became the NYC to the acquisitions of Cornelius Vanderbilt, who merged the NYC with the Hudson River Railroad, and the expansion of the NYC across eleven states and two Canadian provinces. 128 pages, 237 B&W photos, 6½”x 9¾”, softcover..............#R01417 $21.95

Baldwin 4-6-0 Steam Locomotive
The 4-6-0 steam locomotive was first seen in the mid-19th century, eventually becoming the second most popular wheel configuration in America. DCC-ready, this HO scale model—a replica of a Baldwin 52-foot “ten-wheeler”—features an accompanying rear tender, see-through cabin windows, a well-equipped interior, numerous separately applied detail parts, and authentic New York Central markings. 11¾” long..................#401113 Reg: $299 Now: $199

Fostoria Iron Triangle
An absolute delight, this program is loaded with plenty of steam and diesel locomotives hard at work at the Railfan Park, right in the middle of Fostoria’s Iron Triangle, where more than 100 trains pass every day! You’ll catch CSX routing north and south between Toledo and Columbus/Cincinnati, then east and west between Chicago and the East Coast; hop on a Norfolk Southern ride from Bellevue to Ft. Wayne and Lima; and much more. 2 hrs. 18 min. DVD............#RV9275 $29.95 Blu-ray......#RV9276 $34.95

ACL/SAL / CSX / New York Central Railroads

Order Today at 800-261-5922 or www.HistoricRail.com
Sign up for E-Mail Exclusives at www.HistoricRail.com
Erie-Lackawanna Revisited
E-L Legacy Update #2, October 2011
This program showcases both early and late E-L, starting with 1934 footage of the Lackawanna Limited and vintage location shooting in New York, New Jersey, Ohio and Pennsylvania, from the 1960 merger through the mid-70s. Then, you’ll see modern-era clips of the same areas showing operations on former E-L lines, as well as transformed rolling stock, and sights such as AC Tower, Steamtown and Jamestown Station.
Color, 1 hr. 30 min. ...........................................#RV7268 $29.95

Erie – DL&W – EL Trackside with Bob Krone
Krone. Early images of Erie, DL&W, and EL trains are featured in this reference guide, a look at both steam and diesels in New York and New Jersey from the 1950s through the 1970s. Railfans will enjoy a detailed account of all operations from the Hudson River through western New York during a favorite era of railroad- ing. 128 pages, 100+ color photos, 8½”x 11”, hardcover..............................#402315 $59.95

Conrail Central Region in Color Volume 4
1994-1999
Timko. The fourth and final volume focusing on Conrail’s operations near Pittsburgh, this guide – written by a former high-level employee during the era – takes readers through 1999, the end of the company’s independent operations. Given their source, the images featured in this book are particularly fascinating with each one explained in captivating detail. 128 pages, 250 color photos, 8½”x 11”, hardcover..........#402048 $59.95

50’6” Drop-End Gondola
A unique addition to your train set, this HO scale model – replicating a 50’6” drop-end gondola, a rolling stock unit used throughout North America from the 1940s through the 1980s – features an authentic Lehigh Valley green paint scheme and markings, and a realistic five steel coil load.
7½” long..............................................#400168 $44.95

Lehigh Valley Metal Sign
This diamond-shaped steel sign features the classic Lehigh Valley flag logo. Includes mounting holes.
18”x 10” ...........................................#402195 $21.95

GP7 Diesel Locomotive
A top-quality replica of a GP7 diesel operating with Reading Lines, this HO scale model features built-in DCC & Sound – including prime mover, air horns, and a bell – a striking two-tone green and yellow paint scheme, working headlights, separately applied detail parts (such as handrails and metal cut levers), and see-through cab windows. 7½” long..............................................#401395 Reg: $225 Now: $170

Reading Company Facilities in Color Volume 2: North of Philadelphia
This wonderfully illustrated volume features vintage color photographs and narrative detailing Reading Company’s extensive network of lines in the area north of Philadelphia. You’ll view a wide variety of stations, towers, roundhouses, bridges, yards, Reading trains, and more. 128 pages, 200+ color photographs, 8½”x 11”, hardcover..........#R02596 $59.95

Lehigh Valley

Conrail Metal Sign
Conrail’s famous “can-opener” logo is featured on this blue and white aluminum sign. Includes mounting holes.
12”x 9” .#402376 $15.95

Reading Company

Made in the USA.

Reading Company Facilities in Color Volume 2: North of Philadelphia
This wonderfully illustrated volume features vintage color photographs and narrative detailing Reading Company’s extensive network of lines in the area north of Philadelphia. You’ll view a wide variety of stations, towers, roundhouses, bridges, yards, Reading trains, and more. 128 pages, 200+ color photographs, 8½”x 11”, hardcover..........#R11398 $59.95

Lehigh Valley

Conrail Central Region

Reading Lines Metal Sign
This red aluminum sign featuring the Reading Lines emblem includes mounting holes and measures 12”x 9”.#402396 $15.95

GP7 Diesel Locomotive

 Congratulations! You’ve made it to the middle of this page. You’re well on your way to becoming a rocket scientist. Keep working hard and you’ll be a genius in no time. Order Today at 800-261-5922 or www.HistoricRail.com
African American Railroad Workers of Roanoke
Oral Histories of the Norfolk & Western
Scarborough. The history of the N&W Railroad and the African American locals of Roanoke, Virginia, are intimately intertwined, as the company has employed community members for over a century. This thoroughly researched volume tracks the relationship that helped both business and individuals thrive, from Jim Crow segregation through today. 160 pages, 50 B&W photos, 6"x 9", softcover $19.95

Norfolk & Western Big Steam
Enjoy the powerful steamers of Norfolk & Western’s Y & A class as they chuff past the majestic 1950s landscape at 70mph! Railfans will marvel at N&W’s original tracks between West Virginia and Ohio while the agile 2-6-6-4 pulls heavyweight cars at incredible speeds and the 2-8-8-2 sluggers cruise around dramatic curves in the Appalachian Mountains. 1 hr. 3 min............................ #400103 $34.95

The Southern Serves the South
Mark Karvon. One of the most beautiful locomotive types ever built, a Ps-4 class 4-6-2 Pacific leads a Southern Railway passenger train through Virginia in the 1930s. 24”x 16” print is signed by the artist. #R77395 $79.95

F2A Diesel Locomotive
This HO scale, powered model of an F2A diesel locomotive features a finely molded body, a die cast chassis with intricate trucks, a working headlight, eight-wheel drive and electrical pickup, and an authentic paint scheme. 6¾" long......... #R60513 $49.95

Sign up for E-Mail Exclusives at www.HistoricRail.com
### Norfolk Southern Heritage In Color

*Plant & Plant.* Travel back in time to see the fabled Norfolk Southern Heritage units that inspired the trains that roamed far and wide in 2012 and 2013. Compare the original vintage, diesel locomotives in all their glory to the designs and interpretations of the modern locomotives that are painted in memory of their forerunners. 128 pages, 229 color photos, 8½”x 11”, hardcover

- **Reg:** $59.95
- **Now:** $40.14
- **#R77799**

### Norfolk Southern Locomotive Directory 2015-2016

*Withers.* The impressive engine fleet of the Norfolk Southern includes a diverse selection of modern locomotives. This illustrated guide – which features a full-color assortment of rare photographs – examines each one using a comprehensive unit-by-unit listing, offering readers incredible insight into all of the nearly 4,000 different units on their 2015-2016 roster. 208 pages, color photos, 6”x 9”, softcover

- **Reg:** $34.95
- **Now:** $24.13
- **#401437**

### Norfolk Southern Veterans Tribute Shirts

Join Norfolk Southern in showing respect for America's veterans! These screen-printed, gray shirts feature SD60E #6920—a locomotive painted in a special paint scheme to honor those who have served in the military.

- **T-Shirt**
  - 100% pre-shrunk cotton
  - **M, L, XL:** $16.95
  - **XXL:** $18.95
  - **#R11310**

- **Sweatshirt**
  - 50% cotton/50% polyester blend
  - **L, XL:** $35.95
  - **XXL:** $37.95
  - **#R11311**

### Thoroughbred Train Set

This complete HO scale train set will have you running a Norfolk Southern freight train in no time! You get an F7A diesel locomotive with a powerful motor and an operating headlight, a gondola, an open quad hopper with a coal load, a wide-vision caboose, a 47” x 38” oval of E-Z Track, a power pack, a lifetime limited warranty, and more

- **Reg:** $139
- **Now:** $109
- **#R95462**

### Norfolk Southern's Heritage Fleet

Celebrate the rich 30-year history of Norfolk Southern with this program filled with “heritage” diesel action! You'll view the locomotives painted in Norfolk Southern's special liveries that commemorate the railroad's 20 predecessor lines, and ride them as they haul freight across NS's 20,000-mile, 22-state network and beyond. Color, widescreen, Hi-Fi Stereo, approximately 2 hours

- **Reg:** $29.95
- **Now:** $22.96
- **#RV1237**

**Order Today at 800-261-5922 or www.HistoricRail.com**
**MILWAUKEE ROAD**

**Danger Lights**
This 1930 film features perhaps the greatest footage of the Milwaukee Road in existence today – almost every scene has tremendous steam action with mighty 4-6-2s, 4-6-4s, and 2-8-2s. Stars Louis Wolheim, Jean Arthur, and Robert Armstrong. B&W, 1 hr. 14 min.

#RV6065 $9.95

**Milwaukee Road Shirt**
Celebrate the historic Milwaukee Road with a 100% cotton, stone blue t-shirt featuring an F7 diesel locomotive.

#R41057
M, L, XL $14.95
XXL, XXXL $16.95

**Hiawatha F-7 Metal Sign**
This steel sign includes mounting holes. 15”x12”.

#402263 $19.95

**The Speedliners**
The Milwaukee Road’s Hiawatha Steam Locomotives

*Burg*, ed. View the greatest steam locomotives to ever pull for the Milwaukee Road. A special glimpse into history, this volume shows that road’s streamlined steam engines hard at work, including A-class Atlantics, F7 Hudsons, G-class ten-wheelers, and F-class Pacifics. 114 pages, 149 B&W photos, 8½”x11”, softcover.

#R10243 $29.95

**Olympian Hiawatha Lighted Clock**
This handsome backlit clock includes a bright fluorescent bulb controlled by an on/off switch on the cord, precise quartz movement (which requires one AA battery, not included), and a scratch-resistant protective cover. 14” diameter.

#R61104 Reg: $150 Now: $125

**Wisconsin Central in Color**
*Freimund*. In existence for a brief 14 years from 1987 to 2001, the Wisconsin Central became a regional favorite due to its eye-catching paint schemes and eclectic motive power. Ride the WC rails with this color profile – which features action shots from a variety of viewpoints – exploring its operations and colorful acquisitions. 128 pages, 200+ color photos, 8½”x11”, hardcover.

#402244 $59.95

**“The Canadian” Jigsaw Puzzle**
See the majestic North American landscape from the comfort of the Canadian Pacific’s “ultra-modern” dome cars! 1,000 pieces. 26½”x19¼”

#400854 $19.95

**Images of Rail**
**Illinois Central Railroad**

Wrecks, Derailments, and Floods
*Downey*. Though most of the Illinois Central Railroad trains – with roots dating back to 1851 – transported passengers safely to their destination, there have also been a handful of tragedies. This *Images of Rail* volume examines some of these mishaps including the 1972 commuter train collision that left 45 dead and the 1937 shutdown caused by heavy flooding from the Mississippi and Ohio Rivers. 128 pages, 208 B&W photos, 6½”x9¼”, softcover.

#402062 $21.95

**Illinois Central Through Passenger Service in Color**
*Stout*. A major carrier of passengers between Chicago and New Orleans, the Illinois Central also offered workaday service to St. Louis, Iowa, Kentucky, Tennessee, and Mississippi. This volume explores one of the nation’s premier passenger service lines and its many iconic named trains from its mid-century heyday through Amtrak. 128 pages, 200+ color photos, 8½”x11”, hardcover.

#RV1230 $29.95

**A Tribute to the Illinois Central**
The Illinois Central Railroad, which became a part of the Canadian National Railway in 1998, ran in the central U.S. from Chicago to New Orleans along with many other branch lines. Filled with footage of IC locomotive power, this program captures E9s, SD20s, SD40s, SD70s, GP38-2s, and others hauling fast freight from the bustling city of Chicago to the farm fields of the upper Midwest. 2 hours.

#RV6065 $29.95

**Milwaukee Road Shirt**
Celebrate the historic Milwaukee Road with a 100% cotton, stone blue t-shirt featuring an F7 diesel locomotive.

#R41057
M, L, XL $14.95
XXL, XXXL $16.95

**Hiawatha F-7 Metal Sign**
This steel sign includes mounting holes. 15”x12”.

#402263 $19.95

**The Speedliners**
The Milwaukee Road’s Hiawatha Steam Locomotives

*Burg*, ed. View the greatest steam locomotives to ever pull for the Milwaukee Road. A special glimpse into history, this volume shows that road’s streamlined steam engines hard at work, including A-class Atlantics, F7 Hudsons, G-class ten-wheelers, and F-class Pacifics. 114 pages, 149 B&W photos, 8½”x11”, softcover.

#R10243 $29.95

**Olympian Hiawatha Lighted Clock**
This handsome backlit clock includes a bright fluorescent bulb controlled by an on/off switch on the cord, precise quartz movement (which requires one AA battery, not included), and a scratch-resistant protective cover. 14” diameter.

#R61104 Reg: $150 Now: $125

**Wisconsin Central in Color**
*Freimund*. In existence for a brief 14 years from 1987 to 2001, the Wisconsin Central became a regional favorite due to its eye-catching paint schemes and eclectic motive power. Ride the WC rails with this color profile – which features action shots from a variety of viewpoints – exploring its operations and colorful acquisitions. 128 pages, 200+ color photos, 8½”x11”, hardcover.

#402244 $59.95

**“The Canadian” Jigsaw Puzzle**
See the majestic North American landscape from the comfort of the Canadian Pacific’s “ultra-modern” dome cars! 1,000 pieces. 26½”x19¼”

#400854 $19.95
**Burlington Route**

**“CB&Q Railroad” Metal Sign**
Designed to resemble the look of aged metal and paint, this aluminum sign is a replica of a vintage ad issued by the CB&Q Railroad. Includes mounting holes. 18” x 12” .......... \#401126 $21.95

**Great Northern Through Passenger Service In Color**
This volume features beautiful color photos and fascinating narrative detailing the history of Great Northern’s long distance passenger trains. This visual treat examines the motive power and cars that, while limited in number, made GN a railfan favorite and propelled them into a class of their own. 128 pages, 200 color photos, 8½” x 11”, hardcover. \#R77079 $59.95

**Northern Pacific Metal Sign**
This round metal sign celebrates Northern Pacific Railway and measures 14” in diameter. Includes a mounting hole................. \#402405 $24.95

**GREAT NORTHERN**

**Silver Streak**
This action-packed 1934 film stars Charles Starrett, Sally Blane, William Farnum, and the Pioneer Zephyr, which, after early mechanical difficulties, gets a chance to prove itself by high-balling from Chicago to the Boulder Dam Project in Colorado to save the life of the railroad’s president. B&W, 1 hr. 13 min. .......... \#RV6073 Reg: $24.95 Now: $14.95

**Northern Pacific Through Passenger Service In Color**
Doughty. This volume features beautiful color photos and fascinating narrative detailing the history of Great Northern’s long distance passenger trains. This visual treat examines the motive power and cars that, while limited in number, made GN a railfan favorite and propelled them into a class of their own. 128 pages, 200 color photos, 8½” x 11”, hardcover. \#R77079 $59.95

**40’ Steel Boxcar**
This HO scale model features simulated rivets, brake details, operating side doors, a roof walk with engraved graters, and an authentic Great Northern paint scheme with their signature orange and gray colors. 5½” long.................. \#R0466 $27.95

Order Today at 800-261-5922 or www.HistoricRail.com
Burlington Northern Metal Sign
This stylish aluminum sign features the classic green logo of the Burlington Northern Railroad. Includes mounting holes. 12”x 9”.
#401127 $15.95

Burlington Northern Through Passenger Service in Color Stout. This heavily illustrated book examines the rainbow of Burlington Northern passenger train operations as Great Northern, Northern Pacific and Burlington Route merged to form BN in 1970. You’ll enjoy a variety of motive power and liveries, onboard and trackside views, stations and depots, early Amtrak, and much more. 128 pages, 200+ color photographs, 8½”x11”, hardcover........................................ #R05405 $59.95

Powder River Power Enjoy “classic” 1990s footage of the mighty Burlington Northern working the busy line between Donkey Creek Junction, Wyoming and Ravenna, Nebraska – an important artery that serves the massive Wyoming Powder River Coal Basin. You’ll enjoy plenty of BN coal drags and a smattering of intermodals as you visit locations that include Crawford Hill, the Black Hills and the sand hills region of west-central Nebraska. Color, 1 hr. 35 min................................................... #RV6488 $24.95

The Harvey House Cookbook Memories of Dining Along the Santa Fe Railroad Foster & Weiglin. Entrepreneur Fred Harvey began establishing high-quality dining rooms along the Santa Fe Railway in 1876. His “Harvey Houses” helped change the entire picture of the American West. Now, you can recapture the spirit of those first western rail excursions through the 200-plus vintage recipes, many simple to prepare; numerous period photos; and story of Fred Harvey himself contained in this book. 194 pages, 7”x 9”, softcover.................................... #R02280 $16.95

Santa Fe Herald Lighted Clock This handsome, backlit clock – featuring the Santa Fe herald – includes a bright fluorescent bulb controlled by an on/off switch on the cord; a quartz movement (which requires one AA battery, not included) for accurate time; a clear, scratch-resistant protective cover; and a 1-year manufacturer warranty. 14” diameter.
#R61106 Reg: $150 Now: $125

Santa Fe 3751 Steam to the South Rim Hop aboard the Santa Fe 4-8-4 #3751 as she pulls a special train from Los Angeles to Williams, Arizona, on a rare trip in 2012. You’ll marvel at the scenery as #3751 battles grades at Cajon Pass, runs at high speeds through the desert on the BNSF transcon mainline, and doubleheads with a 2-8-2 at the Grand Canyon. Billed as one of the most anticipated steam events of 2012, that trip is captured in stunning detail – all 1,300 miles! Color, widescreen, 1 hr. 25 min. DVD #RV3086 $19.95 Blu-ray #RV3087 $24.95

4-4-0 American Steam Locomotive This HO scale replica of a Santa Fe 4-4-0 is equipped for DCC & Sound and features a finely cast body, 16-bit polyphonic sound (including prototypical chuff, short and long whistles, bell, air pump, and steam and release blower), a realistic smoke stack and cattle catcher, see-through cab windows, a well-equipped interior, an accompanying rear tender with a simulated wood load, and authentic Santa Fe markings. 7¼” long with tender............................... #R85285 Reg: $319 Now: $269

F2A Diesel Locomotive This HO scale, powered model of an F2A features a die cast chassis, a working headlight, eight-wheel drive and electrical pickup, and an authentic Santa Fe paint scheme. 6¾” long............................... #R60505 $49.95

“Meet at Minchin” Jigsaw Puzzle John Winfield. Santa Fe E8s cross paths along the tracks at Minchin. 550 pieces. 24”x15”.
#400797 $11.95

Made in the USA.

Burlington Northern Finale Midwest Mainlines Take a ride on the Burlington Northern immediately following the road’s merger with Santa Fe. In this program, full of footage during the transition, you’ll explore BN’s most important main lines, the ex-Northern Pacific from eastern Montana into Minnesota and the ex-Chicago Burlington & Quincy from Illinois to Nebraska, which were major arteries for coal from the Powder River Basin. Color, 1 hr. 25 min........................................ #RV1239 $19.95

Blu-ray .................... #RV3087 $24.95

SAVE $25

Santa Fe F2A Diesel Locomotive
This HO scale, powered model of an F2A features a die cast chassis, a working headlight, eight-wheel drive and electrical pickup, and an authentic Santa Fe paint scheme. 6¾” long............................... #R60505 $49.95
Santa Fe Super Chief Metal Sign
The “Train of the Stars,” the Santa Fe Super Chief, cruises through the rocky desert landscape on this steel sign. Includes mounting holes. 15" x 12". #402268 $19.95

BNSF Metal Sign
This green and yellow steel sign featuring the Burlington Northern Santa Fe herald measures 14" in diameter and comes ready to hang with a mounting hole. #402408 $24.95

F7A Diesel Locomotive
This HO scale model features built-in DCC and sound that operates on both DCC and DC layouts. You also get a powerful motor with a flywheel, a heavy die cast chassis for smooth tracking, a finely molded body, all-wheel drive and electrical pickup, an authentic Santa Fe paint scheme, and a lifetime limited warranty. 6¾" long. #R04802 Reg: $199 Now: $149

BNSF Heritage Shirt
Show off your admiration for BNSF's colorful heritage! Made of 100% pre-shrunk cotton, this screen-printed, ash t-shirt features an F7A in Santa Fe’s Warbonnet passenger paint scheme, an SD45-2 in Santa Fe’s Yellowbonnet freight paint scheme, an SD45 in BN “Safety Stripes,” and a pair of Dash-9s and an ES44DC in BNSF’s Heritage I, II, and New Image paint schemes, respectively. #R11331 M, L, XL $14.95 XXL $16.95

BNSF Jigsaw Puzzles
Greg Garrett. A small town crossroads and a wintry stream offer backdrops for these nostalgic jigsaw puzzles, each one a celebration of the BNSF Railroad.

B: “Balance of Power” – 500 pieces. 24" x 15". #400805 $11.95
C: “In Hot Pursuit” – 500 pieces. 24" x 15". #402081 $11.95

Black Diamonds Through the Dunes
One of BNSF’s busiest lines, the Sand Hills region of Central Nebraska has been transformed by the Wyoming coal boom utilizing this route to transport “black diamonds” to the eastern markets. Viewers will be taken to this highly trafficked hot spot and see locomotives like the C30-7, SD60M, SD40-2, and more!
1 hr. 25 min. #400149 $29.95

Kingman Canyon
This program examines operations in the Kingman Canyon, Arizona, area of Burlington Northern Santa Fe’s Southern Transcon route – the main transcontinental route between Los Angeles and Chicago – which carries 100 to 150 freight trains per day. You’ll see a constant parade of big GE high-tech double-, triple- and even quadruple-header power through one of the most scenic parts of the Transcon. You’ll even view rare snowfall meets, winter sunsets, and more.
Widescreen, Dolby Digital 2.0. 2 hrs. 25 min. #400149 $29.95 each

Order Today at 800-261-5922 or www.HistoricRail.com
## Special Multi-Disc DVD Sets

### Rails Canada
3 action-packed DVDs make up this collection saluting the scenic railroads of Canada! Get both close-up and aerial footage of iconic trains, enjoy a look at the CN and CPR “North End” mainlines, see late '90s operations (just prior to numerous shortline takeovers), and kick back on a nostalgic ride between Toronto and North Bay on the 450 and 451. 5 hrs. 30 min.

**#402442** Reg: $54.95 Now: **$27.45**

### Top Frog Series Volume 1-8 The Best of Green Frog Collection
In response to an overwhelming demand from railfans, Green Frog has released this best-of-collection: 8 DVDs featuring fan-favorite train footage dating back to the 1950s! Viewers will be treated to programs on the Rio Grande narrow gauge, iconic mid-century passenger trains, famous vintage and modern steam, early generation diesels, CB&Q operations, and the best of the enduring B&O!

7 hrs. 30 min............ **#402441** Reg: $59.95 Now: **$34.95**

### The Golden Twilight of Postwar Steam
This 4-DVD collection includes 7 great programs that showcase the thrilling sights and sounds of the classic steam era in America! You’ll see just about every type of steam that ran the rails, from Big Boys to Shays and west. Ink prints your volume across the country! You’ll see gritty coal trains laboring up steep grades, geared steam locomotives in a blinding blizzard, modern maintenance facilities, and more. Color and B&W, 7 hrs. 51 min.

**#402443** Reg: $59.95 Now: **$27.45**

### Vintage Steam Spectacular
This 4-DVD collection includes 8 great programs on classic American steam locomotives! You get Classic Steam of the '20s Through the '40s, Twilight of Steam, Steam on the Northern Pacific, Suwanee Steam Special: The 1218 in Florida, No. 4501: Three Decades of Excursions, and The Golden Twilight of Postwar Steam Parts 1-3. Color and B&W, 7 hrs. 51 min.

**#RV7730** Reg: $59.95 Now: **$34.95**

### Logging Collection
Thrill to fantastic footage of American logging operations with this 2-DVD collection! You’ll view the entire logging process, from cutting trees to loading them and the haul to the sawmill; watch Western Maryland Shay #6 battle a blinding blizzard at the Durbin Branch; and travel to Oregon, home to the very last steam-operated sawmill in the U.S.

3 hrs. 9 min.............. **#RV2067** Reg: $39.95 Now: **$24.95**

### Winter Trains
No season offers a more dramatic backdrop for exciting railroad action than winter, with its unpredictable elements and picturesque snow! This 3-DVD set captures trains throughout the season including Conrail's final ride on the Dearborn Division, slow-plow adventures along the Rio Grande in the 1970s, the debilitating 1993 winter in the Northeast, and 21st century action in Ohio and Indiana. 7 hrs. 30 min.

**#RV7742** Reg: $59.95 Now: **$27.45**

### Cab Ride Collection
This 5-DVD collection includes 8 programs in which you’ll listen to commentary from the engineers and cab radio chatter, watch the crews respond to the track profiles, meet head-on freight and passenger traffic, and sound the horns for small town crossings!

**#RV7730** Reg: $59.95 Now: **$34.95**

### Those Memorable Passenger Trains
The '50s through the '90s
This 4-DVD collection includes 9 programs that showcase famous passenger trains. You get Best of Passenger Trains Vol. 3, Passenger Trains of the '60s Vols. 1-3, The California Zephyr: The Ultimate Fan Trip, The '60s: Passenger Steam-Electrics, St. Louis Sojourn, The Empire Builder: Discovering the Great Northwest, and Amtrak’s California Zephyr: Discovering the Great American West. 9 hrs. 42 min.

**#RV7799** Reg: $59.95 Now: **$34.95**

### Conrail Spectacular
This 5-DVD special collector’s edition includes 8 programs that explore footage of helper districts, interchanges, manufacturing operations, and some of Conrail’s big blue locomotives during their final days.

8 hrs. 54 min................................. **#RV7764** Reg: $59.95 Now: **$34.95**

### Penn Central
This 4-DVD collection – which includes all 4 volumes of Penn Central Heritage Series: From the Camera of Emery Gulash – examines Penn Central operations from the company’s 1968 formation through its 1976 absorption (along with six other northeastern railroads) into Conrail. 8 hours.

**#RV7705** Reg: $59.95 Now: **$34.95**

### Pennsylvania, Maryland and West Virginia Favorites
This 5-DVD set includes 10 programs that in which you’ll see gritty coal trains laboring up steep grades, geared steam locomotives in a blinding blizzard, modern maintenance facilities, and more. Color and B&W, 12 hrs. 3 min.............................. **#RV7742** Reg: $59.95 Now: **$34.95**

---

**Sign up for E-Mail Exclusives at www.HistoricRail.com**

---
Western U.S. Collector’s Edition
This 4-DVD collection includes 5 great programs – Rio Grande Odyssey, The Way West Odyssey, Union Pacific’s Feather River Canyon, Feather River Canyon Spectacular and Feather River Canyon: Tracks of the Old Western Pacific – that examine railroading at some spectacular hot spots in the western U.S. View vintage and contemporary footage of the trains and locomotives of the D&RGW, Santa Fe, Southern Pacific, Union Pacific, and many others. 7 hrs. 50 min. #RV7770 Reg: $59.95 Now: $34.95

Tour of CSX
Comprehensive and captivating, this 4-DVD set tours the many tracks of the vast CSX system, extending from the Eastern Seaboard to the Mississippi River. All seasons, weather conditions, and time of day are featured as viewers will see every variety of freight, big city junctions in Chicago, major railroad lash-ups, steep mountain grades, and all of the fascinating hot spots from Florida to Ohio! 10 hrs. 30 min. #401838 Reg: $54.95 Now: $31.95

Blackhawk Vintage Railroad Film Collection

Illinois Trains
From Decades Past
This 10-DVD collection includes 7 programs that examine railroading in the Land of Lincoln from the 1950s through the 1990s. You get Rails Chicago in the ‘80s, Illinois Hot Spots, Rails Chicago in the Late ‘90s Volumes 1-2, Chicago Odyssey Volumes 1-2, and Illinois Central. You’ll view trains and locomotives from a variety of roads, visit famous hot spots, and more. 10 hours 54 minutes. #RV7393 Reg: $59.95 Now: $34.95

Roger M. Koenig Collection
This 5-DVD program takes you to Joliet Union Station as well as to Homewood, Blue Island, Oak Forest and several other communities outside of Chicago to view thrilling action on the rails during the 1970s. You’ll even visit Sterling, Illinois, to savor the last remaining switching operations handled exclusively by steam locomotives! 1 hr. 8 min. #RV7378 Reg: $39.95 Now: $26.95

Blackhawk Vintage Railroad Film Collection

Norfolk Southern Special
See 8 great NS programs on these 4 DVDs – including Norfolk Southern Volumes 1-5, Norfolk Southern’s New Castle District, Norfolk Southern’s Sandusky Line and Norfolk Southern’s Dayton District. 8+ hours. #RV7703 Reg: $59.95 Now: $34.95

Illinois Central.

Union Pacific Western Spectacular
Follow the cross-country travels of a coal train in the famous Union Pacific fleet from its send-off in Wyoming to its ultimate destination in the American Southwest! This 6-DVD collection tracks the progression of the UP as it traverses the often difficult though beautifully diverse country landscape. 5 hr. 43 min. #RV7816 Reg: $59.95 Now: $34.95

Scenic Railway Collection
This 7-DVD program explores scenic routes in America. Enjoy Cass & Mower-Logging Trains, which features logging trains on the wooded Cass; Rocky Mountain Steam Spectacular, about the scenic Cumbres and Toltec and Durango & Silverton railroads; Steel Rails-Private Varnish Volume 1 and Volume 2, which cover the collection of private varnish railway cars that gathered in Chicago in 1994 and ran to St. Louis and back; and more. 7 hrs. 49 min. #RV7760 Reg: $59.95 Now: $32.95

Kansas & Missouri Rails Spectacular
Explore some of the most legendary railfan hot spots in Kansas and Missouri with this value-priced 6-DVD collection! Programs include Union Pacific Tracks of old MoPac Volume 1, Missouri Hotspots: Kirkwood Hill, St. Louis Sojourn, Tracks of the Old SF Volume 8, and Steel Rails: Private Varnish Volumes 1 and 2. 6 hrs. 43 min. #400506 Reg: $49.95 Now: $34.95

Order Today at 800-261-5922 or www.HistoricRail.com
**Chicago & North Western**

- **Chicago & North Western Metal Sign**
  - Displaying the herald of the once mighty Chicago & North Western Railway, this vintage-style, distressed steel sign measures 12"x 12" and includes a mounting hole.
  - #R77672 $21.95

- **Chicago & North Western Official Color Photography**
  - Green. The C&NW was a major railroad of the Midwest until its absorption into the Union Pacific system in 1995. Its tracks hauled commuters to and from Chicago; passengers in streamliners to all points in the West; and grain, coal and hundreds of other commodities in its freights. The company recorded its major achievements and events in full color for posterity, all of which are presented here. 128 pages, 190 color photos, 8½"x 11", hardcover.
  - #R05095 $54.95

- **Chicago and North Western Railroad**
  - Centered around C&NW's gigantic Proviso Yard, this program includes dramat-
ic scenes of the railroad's freight operations during the steam-to-diesel trans-
ition era of the 1940s. You'll see hump yard switching, freight handling, car loading, runbys of both steam and diesel-powered freights, plus a few passenger trains! 1 hr. 13 min.
  - #RV6084 Reg: $24.95 Now: $19.95

- **50' Steel Reefer**
  - Chicago & North Western markings adorn the side of this HO scale model replicating a 50' refrigerated reefer which also comes with an authentic color scheme, a realistic side door, and a roof-walk and ladders. 7" long.
  - #401327 $28.95

**Missouri Pacific**

- **Missouri Pacific Lighted Clock**
  - A replica of “Herbie” (which stands for “Help Every Railroader Become Injury Exempt”), a 40' steel ARA boxcar operated by the Missouri Pacific that promoted rail safety, this HO scale model features a finely molded body with opening doors, a roof walk, ladders and stirrup steps, and an authentic paint scheme. 5½" long.
  - #R04907 Reg: $28.95 Now: $22.95

- **Missouri River Eagle Throw Blanket**
  - Celebrate the Missouri River Eagle – a Missouri Pacific (later UP) passenger train beginning service through the “Show Me State” in 1940 – with this 100% cotton throw blanket, featuring a soaring Bald Eagle! 68"x 48".
  - #401274 $59.95

- **Western Pacific**

  - **Western Pacific Metal Sign**
    - This aluminum sign features the simple Western Pacific logo for their Feather River Route: a scenic line connecting Oakland and Salt Lake City.
    - Includes mounting holes. 12"x 9".
    - #402020 $15.95

- **The California Zephyr**
  - Stan Stokes. A pair of fly fisherman grumble quietly as a trio of “noisy” Western Pacific F7s crosses the Feather River with the California Zephyr in tow.
    - 21"x 14".
    - #R07073 Reg: $125 Now: $62.50

- **Western Pacific in Color**
  - Boyd. In this wonderful look at the Western Pacific’s motive power development from the end of the steam era up to the merger with Union Pacific, famous railfan, magazine editor and photographer Jim Boyd presents a host of exciting freight and passenger shots captured all across the WP’s vast and scenic domain, each accompanied by a detailed and informative caption. 128 pages, 225+ color photos.
    - 8½"x 11", hardcover.
    - #R05279 $59.95
Denver & Rio Grande Western Railroads

GP9 Diesel Locomotive
Equipped for both DCC & Sound, this HO scale model – a replica of a Rio Grande GP9 four-axle diesel – features a striking two-tone paint scheme, Tsunami sound (including engine, horn, and bell), slow-speed control, functional lighting, drop steps, nub-style walkway tread, wire grab irons, a fully outfitted interior, two exhaust stacks, detailed fuel tanks, and a speed recorder. 7¾” long.$289

Rio Grande Metal Sign
“Main line through the Rockies” with this laser-cut steel sign paying homage to the Denver & Rio Grande Western. Includes mounting holes. 12”x 8½”. Made in the USA.$24.95

2-6-2 Steam Locomotive with Tender
First used in the Midwestern United States, the 2-6-2 steam locomotives – initially built for the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad in 1900 – earned the nickname “Prairie.” Featuring a Rio Grande paint scheme and markings, this HO scale model is DCC-ready and includes a tender with a simulated coal load, an operating headlight, a realistic smoke unit and bell, and see-through cab windows. 8” long.$149

Rio Grande Narrow Gauge in Color
Volume 2: 1960s and Beyond
Brunner. A follow-up edition to the 2005 bestseller covering Rio Grande in the late 1940s and 1950s, volume two explores the modern fleet from the 1960s on. Hundreds of color photos fill the pages as readers are treated to a full-scope history of its incredible transformation over the last 50 years. 128 pages, 200+ color photos, 8½”x 11”, hardcover.$59.95

Rio Grande Narrow Gauge in the 1950’s
This exciting program takes you to Colorado in the 1950s for a ride on the famous narrow gauge railroads that crisscrossed the mountainous region. You’ll marvel at Rocky Mountain scenery and a variety of motive power operated by such railroads as the Santa Fe, Colorado & Southern, and Rio Grande; stop at towns including Durango and Salida; view a pair of “Cumbres Turns” that have left New Mexico for Colorado; and much more. Color, 1 hr. 22 min.$29.95

Limited Quantity!
GP9 Diesel Locomotive
Now, you can show off Rio Grande's Class K-36 2-8-2 steam locomotive #486, which was built by Baldwin in 1925 and still runs today! These ash-colored, 100% cotton t-shirts and 50% cotton/50% polyester sweatshirts feature a premium quality, silk-screened image for stunning color and durability.

Order Today at 800-261-5922 or www.HistoricRail.com
USRA 0-6-0 Locomotive

The primary production engine of the USRA – America’s nationalized railroad system in place during World War I – was the 0-6-0 steamer, a popular locomotive of which many “copies” were built after 1918. This HO scale model replicating the classic engine operating with Southern Pacific Lines features a Vanderbilt tender, an operating headlight, a realistic smoke unit, see-through cab windows, and a well-equipped interior. 10" long with tender............................

#401356 Reg: $129  Now: $99

Southern Pacific Power in Color

Volume 1: Switchers, Slugs and Passenger Hood Units

Mackinson. Operating for more than 130 years, Southern Pacific by the end of its tenure featured a deep, diverse roster of eye-catching diesel locomotives. This color profile of the iconic company’s final quarter-century (1971-96) examines its many different yard power and passenger hood units. 128 pages, 200+ color photos, 6½” x 9”, hardcover............................

#402243 $59.95

Images of Rail

Southern Pacific in California

Sullivan. This photo-history examines SP Railroad operations in California, from its 1865 founding onward. You’ll see motive power and trains, stations and infrastructure, and more as you watch the road grow into a major system in the San Joaquin and Imperial Valleys, and in the northern timber region. 128 pages, 213 B&W photos and illustrations, 6½” x 9¼”, softcover.....

#37025 $21.95

Southern Pacific Steam in the 1950s

Loaded with rare color footage of the final years of steam operations on the Southern Pacific, this program – filmed in the San Joaquin Valley of California in the 1950s – shows Cab Forwards, GS-4s, Baldwin F-4s, F-5s, C-9s, MT-4s, and others working hard on the rails! You’ll see passenger and freight operations, visit Tehachapi Loop, watch workers transfer ties in Oweyto, and more.

1 hr. 3 min. runtime..............................................

#RV1233 $29.95

Southern Pacific Daylight Metal Sign

Sporting a signature orange, red, and black Daylight paint scheme, the Southern Pacific steamer on this steel sign chuffs its passengers along the California terrain. Includes mounting holes. 15”x12”..............

#402261 $19.95

Southern Pacific Daylight T-Shirt

A Lima 4-8-4 steam engine, the SP #4449 – featured in its “Daylight” paint scheme on this cotton/polyester blend, gray t-shirt – was delivered to the company in 1941, and remains operational 75 years later!

M, L, XL.............$17.95

XXL, XXXL........$19.95

Shasta Daylight Throw Blanket

Made of 100% cotton, this colorful throw blanket features an image of the Shasta Daylight: an SP passenger train offering service from Oakland to Portland beginning in 1949. 68” x 48”.

#401276 $59.95

Tennessee Pass Cab Ride

Climb aboard a Southern Pacific SD60 for a thrilling ride through Colorado’s Tennessee Pass. You’ll help thread a 5,600 foot autorack train through the line between Pueblo and Minturn, see the amazing Royal Gorge from the locomotive’s walkway, ride through the Arkansas River Gorge’s snow-capped summit, meet six east-bound trains and a stalled westbound freight at Princeton, and more. 1 hr. 30 min..............

#RV9463 $29.95

Sign up for E-Mail Exclusives at www.HistoricRail.com
Union Pacific Railroads

**Union Pacific**

**“The Forty Niner” Throw Blanket**

This full-color throw blanket, made of super-soft 100% cotton, recreates a classic late-30s UP advertisement for their “Forty Niner” – a train running passengers from Chicago to San Francisco through 1941. 68”x 48”...#R02319  $59.95

**Union Pacific’s Platte Valley Route Metal Sign**

Resembling a vintage advertisement for the Union Pacific’s Platte Valley Route, originating from The Pacific Railroad Act of 1862, which made construction of the first transcontinental railroad possible, this aluminum sign has an aged, weathered look and includes mounting holes. 12”x 12”.............#R62058  $21.95

**Union Pacific Trilogy**

Culled from the vaults of the Union Pacific Historical Society, this DVD includes three exclusive programs produced by the company, none of which have ever been released to the general public! Viewers will see a snapshot of the UP in the 1960s, the #8444 steamer in action, and a promotional film used for the 1984 World’s Fair. 1 hr. 5 min......#400690

Reg: $29.95  Now: $14.95

**4-8-4 Steam Locomotive**

A heavy working class steam locomotive, the American 4-8-4 was not only more efficient than earlier classes of steamers, but could regularly – and reliably – pull axle loads of more than 30 short tons. This DCC-ready, HO scale Bachmann model features a powerful motor, an operating headlight, separately applied handrails, a bell and a whistle, and an authentic Union Pacific paint scheme. 15¾” long; 22” minimum curve radius recommended. #R74160  Reg: $259  Now: $199

**Big Boy Locomotive Kit**

This HO scale kit contains 87 pieces and features a one-piece boiler, separate butterfly damper, cab interior, movable pony trucks, detailed driving wheels and rods, cow-catcher, display track, and decals for two UP versions. Over 18” long. Requires model cement, assembly required. Skill level 3........#R09503  $24.95

**HO Scale 4-8-8-4 Union Pacific Big Boy Locomotive No. 4017**

A marvel in railroading, the Union Pacific Big Boy #4017 was manufactured between 1941 and 1944, and measures more than 132 feet long, making it a giant among giants. This 54”x14” poster is signed by the photographer.............#R77500  $24.95

**Beauty and the Beast**

Stan Stokes. Union Pacific’s “shrouded” 4-8-2 Mountain and burly 4-8-8-4 Big Boy offer brilliant contrasts in equipment and eras as they pace one another. 21½”x 14”. #R07076  Reg: $125  Now: $62.50

**Jigsaw Puzzle – 1,000 pieces; 30”x 19” when assembled**......#R67161  $15.95

**Save 50%**

**Big Boy: On the Road to Restoration**

Ride along as Union Pacific’s famous Big Boy #4014 undergoes its exciting journey to restoration! Combining historic film with recent footage of that beauty being moved from the Rail Giants Train Museum of California to its new home at the UP’s Cheyenne, Wyoming, shop, this program is a thrilling, up-close look at an old steam giant. 1 hr. 30 min......................#R02419  $29.95

**Union Pacific Power in Color 1965-2015**

**Volume 1: Switchers, Slugs & Turbines**

Timko. Covering a fifty-year time period from the mid-1960s through today, this compelling reference guide features numerous color photographs examining Union Pacific’s switcher, slug, and turbine fleet. See Veranda turbines, rebuilt SW10s, Y-Series units, control car locomotives, shop and tie plant switchers, and more! 128 pages, 200+ color photos, 8½”x 11”, hardcover...............#402319  $59.95

**SAVE 50%**

**4-8-4-8-4 Union Pacific Big Boy Locomotive No. 4017**

Dan Hellend. A marvel in railroading, the Union Pacific Big Boy #4017 was manufactured between 1941 and 1944, and measures more than 132 feet long, making it a giant among giants. This 54”x14” poster is signed by the photographer.............#R77500  $24.95

**Save $60**

**Union Pacific Power in Color 1965-2015**

**Volume 1: Switchers, Slugs & Turbines**

Timko. Covering a fifty-year time period from the mid-1960s through today, this compelling reference guide features numerous color photographs examining Union Pacific’s switcher, slug, and turbine fleet. See Veranda turbines, rebuilt SW10s, Y-Series units, control car locomotives, shop and tie plant switchers, and more! 128 pages, 200+ color photos, 8½”x 11”, hardcover...............#402319  $59.95

**Smoking jacket**

Made in the USA.

**SAVE 50%**

**Union Pacific’s Platte Valley Route Metal Sign**

Resembling a vintage advertisement for the Union Pacific’s Platte Valley Route, originating from The Pacific Railroad Act of 1862, which made construction of the first transcontinental railroad possible, this aluminum sign has an aged, weathered look and includes mounting holes. 12”x 12”.............#R62058  $21.95

**Union Pacific Trilogy**

Culled from the vaults of the Union Pacific Historical Society, this DVD includes three exclusive programs produced by the company, none of which have ever been released to the general public! Viewers will see a snapshot of the UP in the 1960s, the #8444 steamer in action, and a promotional film used for the 1984 World’s Fair. 1 hr. 5 min......#400690

Reg: $29.95  Now: $14.95

**4-8-4 Steam Locomotive**

A heavy working class steam locomotive, the American 4-8-4 was not only more efficient than earlier classes of steamers, but could regularly – and reliably – pull axle loads of more than 30 short tons. This DCC-ready, HO scale Bachmann model features a powerful motor, an operating headlight, separately applied handrails, a bell and a whistle, and an authentic Union Pacific paint scheme. 15¾” long; 22” minimum curve radius recommended. #R74160  Reg: $259  Now: $199

**Big Boy Locomotive Kit**

This HO scale kit contains 87 pieces and features a one-piece boiler, separate butterfly damper, cab interior, movable pony trucks, detailed driving wheels and rods, cow-catcher, display track, and decals for two UP versions. Over 18” long. Requires model cement, assembly required. Skill level 3........#R09503  $24.95

**Save $60**

**4-8-4-8-4 Union Pacific Big Boy Locomotive No. 4017**

Dan Hellend. A marvel in railroading, the Union Pacific Big Boy #4017 was manufactured between 1941 and 1944, and measures more than 132 feet long, making it a giant among giants. This 54”x14” poster is signed by the photographer.............#R77500  $24.95

**Save 50%**

**Union Pacific Power in Color 1965-2015**

**Volume 1: Switchers, Slugs & Turbines**

Timko. Covering a fifty-year time period from the mid-1960s through today, this compelling reference guide features numerous color photographs examining Union Pacific’s switcher, slug, and turbine fleet. See Veranda turbines, rebuilt SW10s, Y-Series units, control car locomotives, shop and tie plant switchers, and more! 128 pages, 200+ color photos, 8½”x 11”, hardcover...............#402319  $59.95
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**Railroads Regional**

**The Best of Mohawk Valley 2012**
CSX's busy Mohawk Subdivision— a former New York Central main line that runs from Amsterdam to Syracuse, New York— features a wide variety of traffic, scenery, and motive power. This 2-DVD program displays the best and most interesting action filmed on that line from Amsterdam to Little Falls during 2012, accompanied by informative narration. 2 hrs. 30 min.

- **DVD** #RV9813 $26.95
- **Blu-ray** #RV9814 $28.95

**Classic Florida Rails Volume 2**
Travel the Sunshine State by rail with this engaging program capturing hot train activity in Florida from 1968-74. Follow SCL's A Line from Lake Alfred to Jacksonville, cover fascinating Tampa-area locations, and see classic engines in action such as SCL "E" units and Amtrak SD40Fs. Also, enjoy a Seaboard training film with great views from company dining cars! Optional narration.

- 1 hr. 29 min #402334 $39.95

**Wisconsin & Michigan Memories Featuring The Milwaukee Road, Chicago & North Western & Green Bay & Western**
Visit Northeastern Wisconsin and Michigan's Upper Peninsula from the late 1960s through the 1980s to view vintage Milwaukee Road F7s and GP9s, Chicago & North Western "400s" pulled by E units and Green Bay & Western Alcos, and freight trains being handled by H16-66 "Baby Trainmasters."

- 2 hrs. 16 min #RV1204 $29.95

**Northeast Indiana Rails NS, CSX, Amtrak & More**
Filmed during all four seasons, this fast-paced program covers Northeast Indiana's rail lines, including Norfolk Southern, CSX, Canadian Pacific, Amtrak, and the Indiana Northeastern Railroad as they travel throughout the Hoosier State. Visit locations in Ft. Wayne, Fostoria District, Auburn Junction, Avilla, Waterloo, and more! 2 hrs. 22 min.

- **DVD** #RV7787 $24.95

**"Bear Tracks" Jigsaw Puzzle**
Dan Christ. Leading a springtime coal train, Reading Railroad camelback steam locomotive #1584 winds through Appalachian bear country. 500 pieces. 24"x18".

- **Jigsaw Puzzle** #R67142 $11.95

**Akron, Canton & Youngstown & Akron & Barberton Belt**
Lucas. Packed with an exciting assortment of rare vintage photos, this book takes readers inside the long history of the Akron, Canton & Youngstown, and Akron & Barberton Belt railroads, each now defunct after more than half a century in operational service. 128 pages, 100+ color and B&W images, 8½"x11", hardcover.

- **Book** #R11381 $59.95

**Winter Along the Upper Mississippi**
Wintery conditions create a particularly majestic backdrop for America's iconic railroads. This program, set in the Upper Mississippi River Valley, follows some of these famous trains— including the Soo Line, Chicago & North Western, Chicago Central, Dakota, Minnesota & Eastern, and more— as they kick up clouds of snow dust along the way.

- 1 hr. 30 min #RV9593 $29.95

**Michigan Railroad Lines Volumes 1 & 2**
Meints. This double volume set covers each of Michigan's steam and electric railroads in detail. Learn every main and branch line for each corporation that operates within the state; get a chronology of the construction and abandonment of these lines; and compare the mileage of each company, presented in a year-by-year table. Includes extensive county and city maps. 1,366 pages, 8½"x11", hardcover.

- **Book** #R02907 $150

**The Louisville & Indiana Railroad Volume 2**
An exciting sequel to the original program covering the Louisville & Indiana Railroad, this second edition 2-DVD set picks up where its popular predecessor left off and explores the Kentucky Derby Special Trains and Tequila Express Private car, in addition to the P&L Oak Street Yard and locations at Queensville, Scottsburg, Henryville, Old Pennsy Lift Bridge, Essroc Cement, Jeffersonville Yard, Jeff Yard, Panama Yard, and much more!

- 2 hrs. 54 min #RV7812 $24.95

**Railroads for Michigan**
Meints. This historical volume examines the arrival and development of the railroad industry in Michigan's history, including the Civil War. Learn about its impact on several critical events in Michigan's history, its decline with the arrival of the automobile and the Great Depression, its revival during WWII, and its future in the Great Lakes Region. 640 pages, 180 B&W photos, 8½"x11", hardcover.

- **Book** #R05861 $49.95

**Hot Spots 35 Homewood & La Grange Illinois**
Two of Chicagoland's most bustling hot spots, Homewood and La Grange are each positioned on the I-294 suburban corridor. Featuring a diverse assortment of compelling footage, this program details the location's track arrangements, its changing railroad users and their colorful units, and the recent introduction of Canadian National.

- 1 hr. 9 min #402332 $24.95

**Sign up for E-Mail Exclusives at www.HistoricRail.com**
“Upward Pull” Jigsaw Puzzle
Ted Blaylock.

Pushing through the snow-covered tracks, this steamer works its hardest to deliver its passengers on time. This 550-piece jigsaw puzzle measures 18” x 15½” when completed.

#R60113 $11.95

“Keddie Wye Meet” Jigsaw Puzzle
Larry Fisher. A quartet of Western Pacific Geeps and a mix of power and liveries on neighbor Spokane, Portland & Seattle lead freight trains across the bridges at Keddie Wye in Plumas County, California. This 1,000-piece jigsaw puzzle is 30” x 19” when completed.

#R77224 $15.95

“Mountain Express” Jigsaw Puzzle
Kevin Daniel. A vintage locomotive cruises through a quiet mountain town in this classic jigsaw puzzle. 1,000 pieces. 30” x 24”

#R67462 $17.95

Illinois Joint Line
CSX and UP on the Union Pacific Villa Grove Sub

The Villa Grove Sub, jointly owned by CSX and Union Pacific, is a busy double-track main running south out of Chicago. This program captures east-west action out of The Windy City, the IHB tower at Dolton, and grade-crossings by Canadian National, Indiana Harbor Belt, and Norfolk Southern. Optional narration. 1 hr. 40 min.

#400378 $29.95

Rapid City, Pierre, & Eastern
Start your journey in Tracy, Minnesota, and ride the rails of Rapid City, Pierre & Eastern – a 2014-introduced company along the former DM&E network – through to South Dakota. Viewers will also see their branch and secondary routes, including a look at the Black Hills subdivisions, and heavy trains hauling grain, ethanol, clay, and cement between the Midwestern states. Optional narration. 2 hours

#402245 $29.95

Images of Rail
Oahu’s Narrow-Gauge Navy Rail
Livingston. This volume details the U.S. Navy’s rail operations in Oahu, from its construction of railroads in 1908 to the expansion of Pearl Harbor to include a submarine base three years later. You’ll learn of the Navy’s heavy reliance on rail operations during World War II when success in the Pacific Theater depended on the Navy’s railroads, and the Oahu Railway & Land Company (OR&L). 128 pages, 200 B&W photos, 6½” x 9¼”, softcover

#R10259 $21.95

Shortlines of the Intermountain West

Shaw. A terrific profile of the shortline railroads of the west, this pictorial volume investigates regional favorites in Idaho, Montana, Wyoming, and Colorado. With images dating back to the 1950s, readers will get a nearly complete portrait of 44 different shortlines, many of which run only a few times a week! 230 pages, 550 color and B&W photos, 8½” x 11”, hardcover

#402242 $69.95

Utah Railway Over Soldier Summit

There were only six MK50-3 locomotives built, and the Utah Railway owns them all. Along with five ex-Australian SD50s engines, they drag 15,000-ton coal trains up the 2.4% grade to Soldier Summit, and this incredible program follows as the dramatic and unforgettable spectacle unfolds. 1 hr. 42 min

#400374 $24.95

ORDER TODAY

Order Today at 800-261-5922 or www.HistoricRail.com
Boston & Maine in the 19th Century — Take a fascinating journey through the history of the B&M, beginning in the 1830s with an 8-mile line that just kept growing to more than 2,324 miles of track by the end of the century. Filled with spectacular images, most previously unpublished.

Boston & Maine in the 20th Century — In the 20th century, train stations became the center of the community. B&M ultimately controlled more than 2,000 stations in northern New England, as detailed in this historical narrative. It’s a rare look at the terminals, stations, depots and whistle stops to which the B&M trains sped. 200 B&W photographs.

Boston & Maine Steam

Heavy Haulers and Crack Limiteds

Go back to the 1930s for a revealing look at the busiest divisions of the Boston & Maine! You’ll marvel at the history of mills and more. B&W, 32 minutes.

Images of Rail

Washington & Old Dominion Railroad Revisited

Guillaudeu and McCray. A second Images of Rail edition on the Washington & Old Dominion Railroad, this volume covers geographic locations in Rosslyn, Great Falls, Leesburg, and Purcellville. Enjoy insight into the railroad’s feed and grain business, railfan-type views of equipment, right-of-ways in the Regional Park, the history of mills and their influence on the local economy, and a peek under the hood of a Baldwin-Westinghouse electric freight locomotive. 128 pages, 216 B&W photos, 6½”x 9¼”, softcover.

The Rock Island

This nostalgic Rock Island video starts with vintage run-by and cab ride action from a film produced in the 1950s to promote the road’s modern rail system. You’ll view the freight and passenger operations, yard action, and get a look at both steam and diesel engines on the line. Color, 50 minutes.

Rock Island Westward Volume 3: Western Division in Freight Service 1930-1952

Lee. The third and final release in a series dedicated to Rock Island’s western division — which extended from Council Bluffs, Iowa, to Denver, Colorado — this short reference guide follows the railroad’s freight operations from 1930-1952. See RI action during the Great Depression, WWII, and the postwar era of steam with a selection of contemporary photos and informative text. 40 pages, 30 B&W images, 8½”x11”, softcover.

Silverado Passenger Train Set

This G scale set, made by Bachmann, includes a handsome 4-6-0 steam locomotive with a finely detailed body, an operating headlight and a smoke unit, speed-synchronized steam sound, a working brass bell, a detailed cab interior and colorful Virginia & Truckee markings; a tender with a realistic wood load; two detailed passenger cars with illuminated interiors; an 8½”x4¾” oval of track; a deluxe power pack; a DVD and assembly instructions; and more. Train measures 68” long. Entire set comes with a lifetime limited warranty.

Images of Rail

Nevada’s Virginia & Truckee Railroad

Drew. The most famous short line railroad in American history, Nevada’s Virginia & Truckee hauled silver and gold ore, cordwood, and mining timber during the “Big Bonanza” of the 1870s. This volume examines that line’s ornate locomotives and history, from its role in the late 1800s serving the 40,000 inhabitants in the region to its final days of operation in 1950 and preservation today. 128 pages, 200 B&W photos, 6½”x 9¼", softcover.
Structures

The buildings in this diverse collection of detailed kits – representing various houses, restaurants, shops, and businesses over the last century-plus – would bring a true sense of authenticity to your layout! Each of the structures are HO scale (unless otherwise marked) and feature a finely molded body with a vibrant colorful design, eye-catching signage and clear “glass” windows (where applicable), and a host of authentic accessories. Minimal assembly required.

**Atomic Café**
In business since World War II, the Atomic Café has been serving hungry customers breakfast, lunch, and dinner for more than seventy years! This kit features realistic “brick” siding, Coca-Cola advertisements, a black awning, and a realistic entryway.

**HO Scale** – 4¾” tall with a 4¾”x6” footprint.

#402434 $44.95

**N Scale** – 2⅛” tall with a 2⅛”x3⅛” footprint.................#402435 $39.95

**O Scale** – 7½” tall with a 7½”x11” footprint..................#402436 $89.95

**The Boobie Hatch**
Available in three different scales, this kit of the “Boobie Hatch” gentleman’s club – a perfect addition to any seedy neighborhood – features a finely molded body with detailed castings and a front awning and sidewalk.

**HO Scale** – 4” tall with a 4”x6” footprint.

#400653 $49.95

**NEW!**

**N Scale** – 2” tall with a 2”x3” footprint......................#400654 $34.95

**O Scale** – 7” tall with a 7”x10” footprint.......................#400655 $79.95

**Luci’s Tattoo Emporium**
Luci ensures residents of your layout can get their ink fix! This tattoo emporium kit features an aged “brick” design, makeshift signs, a realistic front entryway, and a fire escape.

**HO Scale** – 3½” tall with a 3½”x5” footprint.

#R78863 $44.95

**NEW!**

**N Scale** – 2” tall with a 2”x2½” footprint...................#402438 $39.95

**O Scale** – 6⅛” tall with a 6⅛”x9” footprint....................#R78864 $89.95

**Kitty Korner**
Add a little adult-themed nightlife to your downtown district! The Kitty Korner features a large button-up entryway and erotic exterior imagery.

**HO Scale** – 3” tall with a 5”x3” footprint.

#R78737 $39.95

**NEW!**

**N Scale** – 1¾” tall with a 2¾”x1¾” footprint...............#402439 $34.95

**Metals Bank**
Ready to be your townsfolk’s savings and loans provider, this kit representing Metals Bank features a faux brick facade with aged detailing, positionable plastic windows, an awning, and a street lamp.

**HO Scale** – 3” tall with a 6”x4” footprint.

#R74376 $49.95

**N Scale** – 2” tall with a 3”x2” footprint...................#R74378 $34.95

**O Scale** – 4” tall with a 10”x6” footprint.....................#R74378 $119

**Downtown Alleyway**
Meant to be used up against a backdrop, this unique kit replicates a downtown alleyway! It features plastic doors and windows and realistic pallets, oil barrels, boxes, crates, and gas cylinders.

30”x3”.................#402437 $64.95

**Classic American Block Kit**
A four-in-one trackside structure, this HO scale kit includes an auto parts store, a barber, a deli, and a pharmacy, and features a finely molded body with detailed castings, realistic brick siding, full color signs, and “glass” windows. Measures 5” tall with a 12”x6” footprint.

#400658 $69.95
Modeling  Stations / Structures

**Railroad Stations**

**The Buildings That Linked the Nation**

Naylor. Railroad stations were the centerpieces of civic and cultural life in early 20th century America. This heavily illustrated book uses rare archival photos to explore the array of styles that spanned the country – from rugged Western depots to ghost town stations in the plains, from Navajo-inspired complexes in the Southwest to grand, big-city terminals in the Northeast. You’ll view the depots themselves – many from panoramic or aerial perspectives – as well as intricate architectural details.

336 pages, 700+ B&W photographs, maps, building plans, and illustrations, 8½"x 11" , hardcover.

#R05782  Reg: $74.95  Now: $37.45

**Old Penn Station**

Low. This award-winning book is a tribute to New York’s Penn Station, the transportation facility gold standard during much of the twentieth century. Enjoy captivating illustrations of the station throughout the years including an insightful analysis of its construction and destruction, and a look at how it became such a powerful space. 40 pages, illustrated, 9½"x 12¼", hardcover.

#402290  $16.95

**Grand Central Terminal**

**100 Years of a New York Landmark**

Robins. In celebration of the Grand Central Terminal’s 100 years as one of New York’s (and the nation’s) greatest architectural monuments, this lavishly illustrated pictorial examines the station’s history and design. You’ll view over 200 detailed photos – many archival and not seen in years – of its impressive stature, from the large main concourse to the mammoth power station hidden 10 stories below. 224 pages, 150 color and 100 B&W photographs, 9¾"x 10" , hardcover...

#R03476  $39.95

Sets feature easy-to-assemble, plastic building kits, detailed cast accessories, dry transfer decals for signs and windows, and instructions.

**HO Scale** – Features 15 plastic building kits – including a bank, tire store, café, post office, depot, Railway Express Agency, restaurant, general store, factory, and a hotel – and more than 160 detailed cast accessories (a memorial cannon, billboard, light poles, benches, figures, and more) and 130 dry transfer decals.

#R09428  $279

**N Scale** – Features 13 plastic building kits – including a general store, pawn shop, the Dew Drop Inn bar, drugstore, bank, café, hardware store, theater, and a hotel – and more than 70 detailed cast accessories (such as a forklift, billboards, street lamps, and benches) and 60 colorful dry transfer decals.

#R95272  $159

**Sand and Water Facility Kit**

A reproduction of residential homes seen from the 1920s through today, this HO scale bungalow kit features a realistic stucco design and “Spanish tile” roof, and a front and back patio area. 3” tall with a 5”x 6” footprint. Minimal assembly required.

#R11095  $29.95

**Mission Style Bungalow Kit**

This HO scale kit – a stunningly accurate sand and water facility – features a colorful pre-painted design, a detailed water tower with ladder, a realistic office with doors and windows, and plenty of simulated sand. Minimal assembly required. 8” tall with a 4”x 10” footprint.

#R11099  $24.95

**Vintage Dairy Queen Kit**

Hot eats and cool treats – classic style! This HO scale Dairy Queen kit is a vintage replica of the restaurant’s original 1950s design and features a full-color cone logo, a fully equipped interior, a realistic roof, and a wraparound sidewalk. 3” tall with a 5”x 3½” footprint.

Minimal assembly required.

#R65302  $29.95

**Car Shed Kit**

Ensure the residents in your HO scale layout have a place to park their vehicles! This plastic kit – which features precise laser-cut parts and wooden-style pillars – replicates a four-stall shed that allows cars to be safe from the elements but also on display!

Minimal assembly required.

2½”x tall with a 3”x 8” footprint.

#400182  $24.95

Cars Not Included!

Sign up for E-Mail Exclusives at www.HistoricRail.com
Nine Mile House and Tavern Kit
Crafted based on an old St. Louis tavern located exactly nine miles from the county line, this premium kit keeps the beer flowing for its thirsty customers! It features peel and stick window and door assembly, a tin-style roof, two cast white metal chimneys, and full-color signage (including a front sign board). Minimal assembly required.

- **HO Scale** – 4½” tall with a 4”x 5” footprint $74.95
- **N Scale** – 2½” tall with a 2¼”x 3” footprint $39.95

Emilio’s Italian Restaurant
Authentic Italian cuisine: a necessary staple of any good town! A replica of Emilio’s “Ristorante Italiano,” this premium model – ready to display and available in three scales – comes with LED lights to illuminate both the upper and lower levels of this fully equipped restaurant. It also features a sturdy “brick” construction, a moveable menu board, sidewalk seating, red stained glass windows, and a roof smoke stack and skylight.

- **HO Scale** – 3½” tall with a 2¼”x 3½” footprint $84.95
- **N Scale** – 2” tall with a 1½”x 2” footprint $64.95
- **O Scale** – 6¼” tall with a 4½”x 6¼” footprint $149

Movie Theatre
*Gone With the Wind* is the feature picture at this vintage-style movie house! An eye-catching addition to your layout, this theater model is ready to display, available in three scales, and features interior lighting, an illuminated marquee, a purposefully weathered stucco-over-brick exterior design, a decorative tile façade, and a realistic box office and vestibule.

- **HO Scale** – 5” tall with a 4”x 5” footprint $94.95
- **N Scale** – 2½” tall with a 2¼”x 2¼” footprint $69.95
- **O Scale** – 9” tall with a 7¼”x 9” footprint $169

Public Library Kit
Typical of ornate American libraries built during the early 20th century, this HO scale kit – which could also be used as a city hall, police station, courthouse, or school – features a traditional pillared entryway with an elevated staircase, simulated brick and stone construction, and a wraparound sidewalk. Minimal assembly required. 4¾” tall with a 6½”x 8” footprint $49.95

Airstream Trailer Set Kit
Send your HO scale figures on a family camping trip with this exciting trailer and campground set that features two realistic Airstream campers, a camp table with stools, a campfire, a wooden Trailer Park office booth, and a fence. You also get three Fir trees and a printed sheet with camping and national park advertising signs. Minimal assembly required $36.95

Fire Station Kit
A replica of a modern fire station, this HO scale, plastic kit includes realistic brick siding and glazed windows, see-through rollup doors that can be assembled opened or closed, an attached crew building, and more. Featuring tab-and-slot construction for easy assembly, it measures 3” tall with a 12”x 6¼” footprint $69.95

Emilio’s Italian Restaurant
Ready to display out of the box!

Movie Theatre
Ready to display out of the box!

Public Library Kit
Ready to display out of the box!

Airstream Trailer Set Kit
Ready to display out of the box!

Fire Station Kit
Ready to display out of the box!
**Modeling / Expansion / Accessories**

**Railpower 1370 Power Pack**
Compatible with both HO and N scale models, this power pack features 300-degree extended range speed control – three times that of average power packs! – a main line direction switch for easy reversal, AC terminals for accessories, an LED light, and an 80-inch cord. **#402227 $59.95**

**Track and Power Pack Sets**
These sets include an oval of Bachmann E-Z Track with gray roadbed and nickel silver rails, a wire hook-up track, and the Railpower 1300.

**HO Scale** – 63”x 45” oval (22” radius). **#R99968 Reg: $137 Now: $127**

**N Scale** – 34”x 24” oval (11½” radius). **#R99969 Reg: $90.75 Now: $75.75**

**E-Z Track Turnout with Remote Switch**
Switch your cars from one track to another with these HO scale turnouts. Each features an E-Z Track section with a turnout, steel alloy rails, and a pre-wired switch for manual or remote track-moving operation. **#95488 $26.95 each**

**Left-Hand Turnout**.................**#R95488**
**Right-Hand Turnout**....................**#R95489**

**Lionel FasTrack Set**
This O gauge track set includes all the Lionel FasTrack you need to assemble a 68” x 48” oval layout with O-48 curves that can handle even your largest locomotives and cars. You get sixteen O-48 curve sections, three 10” straight sections, and a pre-wired 10” terminal section (to supply power to the track from your transformer). **#R87361 $129**

**O Gauge Controller/ Power Pack**...**#R94251 $139**

**Wiring Your Model Railroad**
Plunkett. The preeminent guide on model railroad electronics – and the only book published on the subject in the last 15 years – this volume is the first and only one needed for the serious modeler!

Learn everything about wiring including both traditional and DCC-equipped railroads, with easy to understand step-by-step illustrations. 128 pages, 140 color photos, 8¼”x 10¼”, softcover. **#R03436 $21.95**

**Train Storage Cases**
Featuring a foam interior, these cardboard train storage cases safely and conveniently hold your valuable HO or N scale locomotives and cars. **$25.95 each**

**A**
- **HO Scale** – Holds 20 locomotives and cars
  - **#R66710**
**B**
- **N Scale** – Holds 36 locomotives and cars
  - **#R66711**

**E-Z Track Sections**
Expand your HO scale layout with these sets of four E-Z Track sections!

- **9” Straight** **#R95182 $11.95**
- **22” Radius Curve** – Each measures 8½” long. **#R95183 $13.95**

**Display Cases**
These HO scale, vacu-form plastic cases include track.

**Rail Display Cases**
These HO scale, vacu-form plastic cases include track.

**Wall Display Cabinets**
Show off your HO scale train collection in these handsome, eight-shelf display cabinets. Compatible with HO scale track (not included), each display unit features a clear acrylic frame and shelves, a sliding door, and a mirrored back. **#R66702 $279** 3” – 36”x 24” 4” – 48”x 24” **#R66704 $329**

**Sign up for E-Mail Exclusives at www.HistoricRail.com**
**HO Scale Vehicles**  

**Modeling**

**'40s and '50s Automotive Style**

A style all its own, the automotive designs of the 1940s and '50s rank among collectors’ favorites! Colorful additions to any mid-century HO scale layout, these models are authentic reproductions of some of the era's most recognizable releases, each one arriving ready to display in your layout!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Style</th>
<th>Make and Model</th>
<th>Image</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Part Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A: 1941 Lincoln Continental</td>
<td>(Maroon) - 2½” long</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="A" /></td>
<td>1941 Lincoln Continental</td>
<td>2½”</td>
<td>R59519</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B: 1941 Lincoln Continental</td>
<td>(Spode Green) - 2½” long</td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="B" /></td>
<td>1941 Lincoln Continental</td>
<td>2½”</td>
<td>R59520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C: 1941 Lincoln Continental</td>
<td>(Paradise Green) - 2½” long</td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="C" /></td>
<td>1941 Lincoln Continental</td>
<td>2½”</td>
<td>R59523</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D: 1941 Lincoln Continental</td>
<td>(Pewter Gray) - 2½” long</td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="D" /></td>
<td>1941 Lincoln Continental</td>
<td>2½”</td>
<td>R88536</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E: 1949 Mercury 8 Coupe</td>
<td>(Green) - 2¼” long</td>
<td><img src="image5" alt="E" /></td>
<td>1949 Mercury 8 Coupe</td>
<td>2¼”</td>
<td>R59523</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F: 1949 Mercury 8 Coupe</td>
<td>(Gray) - 2¼” long</td>
<td><img src="image6" alt="F" /></td>
<td>1949 Mercury 8 Coupe</td>
<td>2¼”</td>
<td>R59523</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G: 1956 Lincoln Continental II</td>
<td>(Black) - 2¼” long</td>
<td><img src="image7" alt="G" /></td>
<td>1956 Lincoln Continental II</td>
<td>2¼”</td>
<td>R88525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H: 1956 Lincoln Continental II</td>
<td>(Pink) - 2¼” long</td>
<td><img src="image8" alt="H" /></td>
<td>1956 Lincoln Continental II</td>
<td>2¼”</td>
<td>R88525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I: 1956 Lincoln Continental II</td>
<td>(Green) - 2¼” long</td>
<td><img src="image9" alt="I" /></td>
<td>1956 Lincoln Continental II</td>
<td>2¼”</td>
<td>R88537</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Classic Vehicle Kits**

Featuring everything from fire trucks and tractors to sedans and furniture trailers, this collection of HO scale vehicles offers something for everybody! Each kit includes a colorful design, treaded free-rolling tires, and a well-equipped interior (where applicable). Minimal assembly required.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Style</th>
<th>Make and Model</th>
<th>Image</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Part Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A: 1946-51 Seagrave 75' Aerial Ladder</td>
<td>3¼” long</td>
<td><img src="image10" alt="A" /></td>
<td>1946-51 Seagrave 75' Aerial Ladder</td>
<td>3¼”</td>
<td>402070 $39.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B: 1948-53 Chevy Good Humor Ice Cream Truck</td>
<td>2½” long</td>
<td><img src="image11" alt="B" /></td>
<td>1948-53 Chevy Good Humor Ice Cream Truck</td>
<td>2½”</td>
<td>R60328 $19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C: 1949 Nash Ambassador Two-Door Sedan</td>
<td>2½” long</td>
<td><img src="image12" alt="C" /></td>
<td>1949 Nash Ambassador Two-Door Sedan</td>
<td>2½”</td>
<td>R74446 $14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D: 1949 Nash Ambassador Four-Door Sedan</td>
<td>2½” long</td>
<td><img src="image13" alt="D" /></td>
<td>1949 Nash Ambassador Four-Door Sedan</td>
<td>2½”</td>
<td>R74447 $14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E: 1949 Nash Statesman Two-Door Sedan</td>
<td>2½” long</td>
<td><img src="image14" alt="E" /></td>
<td>1949 Nash Statesman Two-Door Sedan</td>
<td>2½”</td>
<td>R74448 $14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F: 1949 Nash Statesman Four-Door Sedan</td>
<td>2½” long</td>
<td><img src="image15" alt="F" /></td>
<td>1949 Nash Statesman Four-Door Sedan</td>
<td>2½”</td>
<td>R74449 $14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G: 1952 Chevy Station Wagon</td>
<td>3” long</td>
<td><img src="image16" alt="G" /></td>
<td>1952 Chevy Station Wagon</td>
<td>3”</td>
<td>R74435 $14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H: 1950-68 White 3000 COE Tractor (Tandem Axle)</td>
<td>2½” long</td>
<td><img src="image17" alt="H" /></td>
<td>1950-68 White 3000 COE Tractor (Tandem Axle)</td>
<td>2½”</td>
<td>R60655 $19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I: 1950-68 White 3000 COE Tractor (Single Axle)</td>
<td>2½” long</td>
<td><img src="image18" alt="I" /></td>
<td>1950-68 White 3000 COE Tractor (Single Axle)</td>
<td>2½”</td>
<td>R85239 $17.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J: 32' Fruehauf Furniture Trailer</td>
<td>4½” long</td>
<td><img src="image19" alt="J" /></td>
<td>32' Fruehauf Furniture Trailer</td>
<td>4½”</td>
<td>R85240 $17.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Heavy Machinery**

These HO scale models – featuring a realistic operator’s area, authentic tracks or tires, and dynamic moveable equipment – are reproductions of heavy machinery used since the 1970s, including a boom truck, excavator, crane, and military bulldozer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Style</th>
<th>Make and Model</th>
<th>Image</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Part Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A: 1979 Kenworth W900 Boom Truck</td>
<td>5” long</td>
<td><img src="image20" alt="A" /></td>
<td>1979 Kenworth W900 Boom Truck</td>
<td>5”</td>
<td>R78823 $36.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B: Volvo EC240 BLC Excavator</td>
<td>4½” long</td>
<td><img src="image21" alt="B" /></td>
<td>Volvo EC240 BLC Excavator</td>
<td>4½”</td>
<td>R60373 $22.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C: New Holland E245 Demolition Crane</td>
<td>4¼” long</td>
<td><img src="image22" alt="C" /></td>
<td>New Holland E245 Demolition Crane</td>
<td>4¼”</td>
<td>R77526 $22.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D: New Holland D180 Military Bulldozer</td>
<td>2½” long</td>
<td><img src="image23" alt="D" /></td>
<td>New Holland D180 Military Bulldozer</td>
<td>2½”</td>
<td>R60372 $22.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E: New Holland E485 B Excavator</td>
<td>5¼” long</td>
<td><img src="image24" alt="E" /></td>
<td>New Holland E485 B Excavator</td>
<td>5¼”</td>
<td>R60398 $24.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Order Today at 800-261-5922 or www.HistoricRail.com
New & Noteworthy

**Vintage Vehicles**

Everything from souped-up drag racers to classic ambulances are featured in this diverse assortment of 1/18 scale, die cast models – a collection perfect for those charmed by the automotive designs from the 1930s through the '60s! Each centerpiece replica features opening doors, a well-equipped interior, real-working steering, authentic badging, and treaded rubber tires.

**1934 Nitro Coupe**

Riding low and equipped with a blown-altered Hemi 426 engine, this Nitro Coupe model comes with a chopped roof, an opening rear hatch, a bomber-style driver seat, a fire extinguisher, and drag tires. 10" long.

**1948 Ford F-1 Pickup**

The F Series was Ford's first postwar truck and was the first to feature its own platform – unlike the previous releases built on a car chassis. This yellow model has an opening hood and tailgate and a removable bed cover. 10¼" long.

**1959 Cadillac Ambulance**

A premium reproduction of a high-top Cadillac ambulance from 1959, this model features rooftop sirens, a fully equipped interior (with red bench seating, a gurney, foldable rear seats, and real-working steering), and an opening rear hatch. 14" long.

**1967 Plymouth GTX Hemi Bullet**

Known affectionately as the “Gentleman's Muscle Car,” the Plymouth GTX – reproduced here as a Hemi “Bullet” with a removable hood, folding front seats, and an opening trunk – was released as the Belvedere GTX in 1967. 10½" long.

**1967 Chevy Camaro Z28**

This replica of the inaugural Z28 Camaro comes with striking red racing stripes, an opening hood (revealing a detailed 302 engine), and a serialized plate. 11" long.

**Acrylic Display Case**

A perfect way to display your new 1/18 scale model, this acrylic display case comes with a removable clear lid and a black base. 13" x 6".

**Sign up for E-Mail Exclusives at www.HistoricRail.com**
Concord Stagecoach Kit
This beautiful, museum quality, 1/12 scale, wood and metal kit of a Concord Stagecoach – which transported passengers and mail between St. Louis and San Francisco during the time of the Old West before the dawn of the railroad – is incredibly detailed! Exquisite features include finely textured surfaces; a well-equipped interior with opening doors; a front brake lever; plenty of cast metal parts, including wheel hubs, axles, and door hinges; roof railing; free-rolling, steerable wooden wheels with working suspension; and a choice of authentic markings for either a Wells Fargo or Butterfield stagecoach. 13¾" long; assembly required.......................... #R86335 Reg: $269 Now: $219

Boots of Destiny
Ken Maynard stars in this 1937 Western following a deadly ranch war between the Wilsons – whom Ken (played by Maynard) has been hired to defend – and the tenacious Vascos from Mexico. Swearing that the Wilsons stole a coveted map leading to a hoard of precious gold, the Vascos must fight on unfamiliar terrain against a determined foe to recover their supposed lost treasure. B&W. 56 min.......................... #400307 $9.95

1936 Mercedes 500K Roadster
First exhibited at the 1934 Berlin Motor Show, the Mercedes 500K saw only 342 cars manufactured during its three-year production run. A shimmering gray replica of the 1936 Roadster, this 1/18 scale, die cast model features glazed headlamps, an opening butterfly hood, opening doors, a well-equipped blue interior, real-working steering, an opening trunk, a rear-mounted spare tire, and free-rolling rubber tires. 10½" long............................ #401204 $49.95

1915 Ford Model T
A replica of a red convertible Model T from 1915, this 1/18 scale, die cast model features a finely cast body, a hood that lifts to reveal a detailed engine, a well-equipped interior including black bench seating, a segmented windshield, opening doors, a running board, a Ford license plate, gold accents, a detailed undercarriage, real rubber tires, and real-working steering. 10½" long.......................... #400071 $59.95

1936 Pontiac Deluxe
This 1/18 scale, die cast model – a hunter green reproduction of a 1936 Pontiac Deluxe – features a prominent vertical-style grille, an opening butterfly hood, opening doors, a well-equipped interior (with bench seating and dashboard instrumentation), real-working steering, a large opening trunk, authentic badging, and treaded whitewall tires. 10½" long.......................... #400695 $59.95

Pontiac Metal Sign
Made of aluminum, this 12" x 9" sign is a re-creation of a classic Pontiac advertisement, featuring its vintage silhouetted red chief logo. Includes mounting holes. #402384 $18.95

Order Today at 800-261-5922 or www.HistoricRail.com
1941 Packard Super Eight One-Eighty
The most luxurious Packard series release of the era, the One-Eighty is perhaps best remembered as being Vito Corleone's vehicle in the 1972 cinematic masterpiece, The Godfather.
In addition to its realistic "jump" seat in the interior, opening doors, hood, and trunk, this newly tooled, limited edition, 1/18 scale model also comes with collectible film packaging.

12" long ...................................................................................... #400961 $89.95

"American Cars of the 1940s" Jigsaw Puzzle
Eighteen of America's most recognizable autos from the 1940s are featured on this colorful, collage-style jigsaw puzzle. 1,000 pieces.
26½"x19¼" ...................................................................................... #400849 $19.95

1949 Buick Roadmaster Convertible
This amazingly detailed, 1/18 scale, die cast model of a 1949 Buick Roadmaster convertible – the brand's flagship model from 1946 to 1957 – features a fully outfitted interior with a working steering wheel and glazed windows, including the car's recognizable two-piece windshield; a hood that opens to reveal an intricate engine; an opening trunk and doors; Buick's iconic VentiPorts behind the front fenders; glazed headlight lenses and plenty of simulated chrome; and free-rolling wheels with whitewall tires. 11½" long; includes a removable display base .............................................................. #R77315 $39.95

1948 Chevy Aerosedan Fleetline
A stunning replica of the 1948 Chevy Aerosedan Fleetline, this 1/24 scale, die cast model features a two-piece windshield, an opening hood revealing a detailed engine, opening doors, a well-equipped interior, real-working steering, and plenty of simulated chrome. 8" long. ...................................................................................... #400475 $24.95

"Surf's Up" Metal Sign
A sleek and chromed-out woody is featured on this aluminum sign, a beachside reminder that Hawaii is "the place to be"! Includes mounting holes. 12"x18".
#402393 $21.95

1948 Ford Woody
This 1/18 scale, die cast model features real wood paneling, a hood that opens, a fully equipped interior with opening front doors, real-working steering, a top-mounted surfboard, treaded whitewall tires, "groovy" stickers on the rear windows, and authentic Ford badging. You even get a commemorative medallion! 11" long. #R98619 $99.95
1950 Chevrolet Bel Air
The Chevrolet Bel Air combined an attractive convertible body with a non-detachable solid roof and was met with massive public approval! Now add one of those hardtop beauties to your collection! These 1/18 scale, die cast models of 1950 Bel Airs feature a well-equipped interior with glazed windows, a hood that lifts to reveal an intricate six cylinder engine, an opening trunk and doors, an intricate chassis, plenty of simulated chrome, reversed-rim wheels with moon caps, authentic badging, and more. 10½” long...................... $44.95 each
Light Green............................ #K680032
Yellow............................... #K680033

1950 Studebaker Champion
The Champion was one of Studebaker’s best-selling models because of its low price, durable engine, fresh styling, and fuel economy – Champions regularly won Mobilgas competitions by posting the highest gas mileage! This 1/18 scale, die cast model features a hood that opens to reveal a realistic engine, a fully equipped interior with opening doors and glazed windows, working steering with free-rolling wheels and treaded rubber tires, plenty of simulated chrome, an opening trunk with a spare tire, authentic badging, and more. Measures 10½” long and includes a removable display base.

1952 Lincoln Capri
In 1952, Lincoln – Ford’s luxury automobile division – introduced the Capri, a full-size sedan. This 1/18 scale, die cast replica of one of those stylish cars features a fully-outfitted interior with working steering, a hood that lifts to reveal an intricate V8 engine, opening doors, simulated chrome, free-rolling wheels with rubber tires, and authentic badging. 10” long............................ #K680082 $59.95

1955 Cadillac Fleetwood Series 60 Special
The 1955 Series 60 Special is a legendary Cadillac sedan popularized by both Elvis Presley’s pink version and its appearance in the 1972 classic, The Godfather. This limited edition, 1/18 scale model – a replica of Michael Corleone’s black car as it appeared in the legendary film – features an egg-crate chrome grille, opening doors, real-working steering, authentic Cadillac badging, an accurate license plate, and collectible “Godfather” packaging. 10½” long.......................................................... #400712 $69.95

“Cadillac Service” Metal Sign
This nostalgic aluminum sign, ready to hang with a mounting hole, is a re-creation of a classic Cadillac service sign and features the company’s recognizable logo. 14” diameter.

“When We Were Young” Jigsaw Puzzle
Ken Zylla. The colorful nostalgia of the 1950s is nicely captured on this jigsaw puzzle featuring a selection of recognizable cars cruising the downtown strip. 1,000 pieces. 30”x19”.

Order Today at 800-261-5922 or www.HistoricRail.com
Chevy American Dream Metal Sign
The American Dream: two cars in every garage – preferably two classic Chevys! This colorful aluminum sign includes mounting holes and measures 12"x 18". Made in the USA. #402395 $21.95

1955 Chevy Bel Air Hard Top
1/18 Scale
This amazingly detailed, 1/18 scale, die cast model of a 1955 Chevrolet Bel Air – a second generation model nicknamed the “Hot One” due to its crisp styling – features a fully outfitted interior with a working steering wheel and glazed windows; a hood that opens to reveal an intricate engine; opening doors; glazed headlight lenses and plenty of simulated chrome; free-rolling wheels and whitewall tires; and more. 10¾” long; includes a removable display base. #R71019 $44.95

1957 Chevrolet Corvette
Chevrolet’s muscular 1957 Corvette was as beautiful as it was fast. In addition to a laundry list of impressive options, it was the first American car to combine fuel injection with a four-speed manual transmission. A replica of a ’57 ‘Vette, this 1/24 scale, die cast model features a fully equipped interior with opening doors and a glazed windshield; a hood that lifts to reveal a detailed engine; working steering with free-rolling wheels and rubber tires; simulated chrome; and authentic badging. 8” long. #K680015 $24.95

1957 Ford Ranchero
Touted as “more than a car, more than a truck,” the Ford Ranchero was a two-door coupe utility vehicle that, while resembling a pickup, was fashioned after a station wagon. Featuring an eye-catching pink and white paint scheme, this 1/18 scale, die cast model replicates the inaugural Ranchero and includes a signature chrome grille, an opening hood and doors, real-working steering, and treads whitewall tires. 10½” long. #401433 $49.95

Chevy Nighttime Drive-In T-Shirt
Made of 100% super-soft cotton, this unique navy blue t-shirt features a series of classic Chevy vehicles screen-printed on the reverse – posed next to a Drive-In restaurant – and the company emblem on the front. Made in the USA. #400260

M, L, XL $19.95
XXL, XXXL $21.95

“Bettie’s Diner” Metal Sign
The iconic beauty, Bettie Page – the signature pin-up girl of the 1950s – serves it up “Hot and Tasty” on this 12”x 19” metal sign. Includes mounting holes. #402397 $24.95

1955 Chevy Bel Air Hard Top
1/18 Scale
This amazing detailed, 1/18 scale, die cast model of a 1955 Chevrolet Bel Air – a second generation model nicknamed the “Hot One” due to its crisp styling – features a fully outfitted interior with a working steering wheel and glazed windows; a hood that opens to reveal an intricate engine; opening doors; glazed headlight lenses and plenty of simulated chrome; free-rolling wheels and whitewall tires; and more. 10¾” long; includes a removable display base. #R71019 $44.95

1957 Chevrolet Corvette
Chevrolet’s muscular 1957 Corvette was as beautiful as it was fast. In addition to a laundry list of impressive options, it was the first American car to combine fuel injection with a four-speed manual transmission. A replica of a ’57 ‘Vette, this 1/24 scale, die cast model features a fully equipped interior with opening doors and a glazed windshield; a hood that lifts to reveal a detailed engine; working steering with free-rolling wheels and rubber tires; simulated chrome; and authentic badging. 8” long. #K680015 $24.95

1957 Ford Ranchero
Touted as “more than a car, more than a truck,” the Ford Ranchero was a two-door coupe utility vehicle that, while resembling a pickup, was fashioned after a station wagon. Featuring an eye-catching pink and white paint scheme, this 1/18 scale, die cast model replicates the inaugural Ranchero and includes a signature chrome grille, an opening hood and doors, real-working steering, and treads whitewall tires. 10½” long. #401433 $49.95

Chevy Nighttime Drive-In T-Shirt
Made of 100% super-soft cotton, this unique navy blue t-shirt features a series of classic Chevy vehicles screen-printed on the reverse – posed next to a Drive-In restaurant – and the company emblem on the front. Made in the USA. #400260

M, L, XL $19.95
XXL, XXXL $21.95

“Bettie’s Diner” Metal Sign
The iconic beauty, Bettie Page – the signature pin-up girl of the 1950s – serves it up “Hot and Tasty” on this 12”x 19” metal sign. Includes mounting holes. #402397 $24.95
1963 Chrysler Turbine
The first and only consumer test ever conducted of gas turbine-powered cars, the Chrysler Turbine – of which only 55 were ever manufactured – was made from 1962-1964. Orange inside and out, this 1/18 scale, die cast model of the ’63 Turbine features glazed headlightss mounted in chrome nacelles, an opening hood and doors, real-working steering, signature horizontal taillights and nozzles, and an opening trunk. 10½” long..........#401436 $54.95

1967 Ford Mustang GT
Replicating a silver ’67 Ford Mustang GT, this 1/24 scale, die cast model – a must-have for classic car collectors – features an opening hood and doors, real-working steering, plenty of simulated chrome, a “GT” license plate, and trenched rubber tires. 8”long. #402403 $24.95

Muscle Cars
Style, Power, and Performance
Glastonbury. The formula for concocting much of the mighty muscle in the ’60s and ’70s was a simple one: take an ordinary factory sedan and jam the bawdiest V8 you could fit under the hood. This compelling guide examines these legends, beginning with the GTO – the first to employ such a formula – and its successors including the Mustang, Camaro, Firebird, and Trans-Am. 448 pages, color photos, 8½”x11”, hardcover..................#402402 $24.95

Mustang, “Since 1964” Shirt
Black; screen-printed; 100% pre-shrunk cotton. #K105014
M, L, XL $19.95
XXL, XXXL $21.95

Muscle Cars
Made in the USA. 1960s 1/18 Scale LIMITED EDITION

Oldsmobile Metal Sign
Purposely aged to resemble a weather-worn ad hanging outside a service station, this aluminum sign offers a place to get your sputtering Oldsmobile humming again! Includes mounting holes. 24”x16”.................#402404 $21.95

1961 Pontiac Catalina
Originally a hardtop designation for other Pontiacs, the Catalina in 1959 became its own independent name plate. This limited edition, 1/18 scale, die cast model is painted in “Bristol blue” and replicates a ’61 Catalina featured in the May 2010 issue of Hemmings Classic Car. It comes with its signature 389 engine (revealed after lifting the movable hood), opening doors and trunk, real-working steering, and lug wheels with whitewall tires. 10” long.........#402399 $109

1963 Oldsmobile Cutlass 442
Painted in cinnamon bronze, this 1/18 scale, die cast model – a limited edition replica of a 1968 Oldsmobile Cutlass 442 hardtop, a car named for its four-barrel carburetor, four-speed transmission, and dual exhaust – features an opening hood and doors, a detailed 400 CID engine, white fender stripes, a rotating driveshaft, a well-appointed white interior, real-working steering, and trenched rubber tires. 10” long........#402400 $109

Mustang, “Since 1964” Shirt
Black; screen-printed; 100% pre-shrunk cotton. #K105014
M, L, XL $19.95
XXL, XXXL $21.95

Order Today at 800-261-5922 or www.HistoricRail.com
1970 Ford Torino Cobra Jet
The high-performance variant of the Ford Torino – which was originally a standard intermediate car – was equipped with the powerful 7-liter Cobra Jet engine, capable of 375 horses. A limited edition replica of a '70 Torino Cobra Jet painted in raven black, this 1/18 scale, die cast model features an opening shaker hood, a newly tooled chin spoiler, opening doors and trunk, real-working steering, and a “HISSSSS!” license plate. 10½" long.............#402407 $109

Mopar Engine Parts Metal Sign
This nostalgically weathered aluminum sign reminds you to get genuine Mopar parts for your ailing Plymouth, Dodge, Desota, or Chrysler! Includes mounting holes. 12"x18". #402412 $21.95

Dodge Vintage Car Ads Jigsaw Puzzle
Nearly thirty Dodge advertisements throughout time are featured on this jigsaw puzzle, a reminder of the company's many cutting-edge designs and premium features offered during its lifespan. 1,000 pieces. 26½"x 19¼". #402411 $19.95

Smokin' Dodge Shirt
This 100% pre-shrunk cotton, black t-shirt features an iconic Dodge Charger smoking up a storm screen-printed across the chest. ..........................................................#K105059
M, L, XL..............................$19.95
XXL.....................................$21.95

1971 Plymouth Satellite Sebring Plus
This limited edition, 1/18 scale, die cast model replicates a 1971 Satellite Sebring Plus painted in shimmering green metallic. It features a newly tooled grille and emblem, a lifting hood, opening doors, a well-equipped white interior, a white canopy roof, an opening trunk (with spare tire), real-working steering, Goodyear tires (with magnum rims), and a “NOT-BIRD” license plate. 10½" long...........................................#402406 $109

1971 Dodge Charger R/T
Painted in celebratory gold metallic, this limited edition, 1/18 scale, die cast model replicates a '71 Charger R/T that honors the nameplate's 50th anniversary (the car having made its debut in 1966). It features signature "hidden" headlights, an opening hood (revealing a detailed 440 "six pack" engine), recently tooled chrome wheels, opening doors and trunk, real-working steering, and a ducktail spoiler. 10" long. #402409 $109
Garage Décor

No automotive-themed garage or man-cave is complete without the proper décor, in this case a colorful collection of vintage metal signs that salute gasoline and motor oil from a bygone era of classic fuel stations. Each one, made in the USA, comes ready to hang with mounting holes.

A: Texaco Diesel Chief – 12” x 18” ................ #402423 $21.95
B: Polly Gas – 12” x 12” ...................................... #402424 $21.95
C: Lion Motor Oil – 14” diameter ...................... #402415 $24.95
D: Good Gulf Gasoline – 14” diameter .................. #402426 $24.95
E: Sinclair Motor Oil – 14” diameter .................. #402413 $24.95
F: Shell Motor Oil – 18” x 12” ...................... #402414 $21.95
G: Esso Motor Oil (Lube Guy) – 12” x 18” ........ #402421 $21.95
H: Esso Motor Oil (Lube Girl) – 12” x 18” .......... #402422 $21.95
I: Hancock Oil Can Cutout – 7¼” x 10½” .... #402416 $21.95
J: Beaver Oil Can Cutout – 7¼” x 10½” .......... #402417 $21.95
K: Caspar Oil Can Cutout – 7¼” x 10½” .... #402418 $21.95
L: Tydol A Oil Can Cutout – 7¼” x 10½” .... #402419 $21.95

Classic Fire Engine Models

Resembling early engines that firemen used to fight the flames, these 1/32 scale, die cast replicas feature incredibly realistic fire-fighting equipment, well-equipped cabs, real rubber tires, authentic badging and department markings, and more. 6” long; includes a display base.

A: 1921 LaFrance ........................................ #R55198
B: 1926 Ford Model T ................................... #R55195
C: 1928 REO ................................................. #R55194
D: 1928 Studebaker ...................................... #R55196
E: 1931 Seagrave ........................................... #R55199
F: 1941 GMC .................................................. #R55197

1975 Dodge Monaco Pursuit Car

Celebrate the legendary TV series *Chips* with this 1/18 scale, die cast model - a replica of a 1975 Dodge Monaco police car – featuring commemorative *Chips* packaging, a finely cast body, a glazed windshield and windows, a front push bar, an opening hood revealing a detailed multi-colored engine, opening front and rear doors, a well-equipped interior including a realistic dashboard and bench seating, real-working steering, a federal Twinsonic light bar (non-working), an opening trunk, an authentic undercarriage, and realistically treaded tires. 10½” long ........................................ #400465 $109

Order Today at 800-261-5922 or www.HistoricRail.com
Popular from the 1920s through the early 1940s, the three-window coupe — generally known simply as the “Three Window” — is best epitomized by Ford’s mid-30s releases, particularly loved by hot rodders. This limited edition, 1/18 scale replica of a ’32 model is painted in eye-catching green and features a removable engine bonnet/side covers and a detailed nailhead engine. 10" long.

1932 Ford Three-Window Coupe

1/18 Scale

LIMITED EDITION

1/18 Scale

Inspired by the GT40 racing cars of the 1960s, the Ford GT — originally available only in the 2005 and ’06 model years — is making its triumphant return in 2017. Replicas of the modern performance car, these 1/18 scale, die cast models feature an opening hood (revealing the EcoBoost engine), opening doors and trunk, real-working steering, and treaded rubber tires with black spoked rims. 10½" long.

2017 Ford GT

1/18 Scale

Draped in their signature Gulf blue color, this 1/18 scale, die cast model is a replica of Ken Miles and Denis Hulme’s GT40 Mk. 2 that finished second in the controversial 1966 24 Hours of Le Mans race. It features a reverse-opening front compartment (with spare tire), opening doors, an opening rear-side hood (revealing the fully plumbed V8 engine), Goodyear performance tires, and real-working steering. 10¼" long.

1966 Ford GT40

1/18 Scale

Sign up for E-Mail Exclusives at www.HistoricRail.com
Motorcycles / Trucks

1950 Chevy Pickup Truck with Harley-Davidson Motorcycle
This 1/24 scale, die cast model is a centerpiece reproduction of a 1950 Chevrolet 3100 pickup truck hauling a 2001 FLSTS Heritage Springer Harley-Davidson motorcycle! The cream-colored Chevy features a chrome grill, opening doors, real-working steering, and an opening tailgate; the removable bike features a striking orange/black design and plenty of simulated chrome. Truck measures 8” long. #401201 $24.95

1937 Studebaker Coupe Express Pickup Truck
A burgundy replica of a 1937 Studebaker Coupe Express pick-up truck – which combined Studebaker’s striking passenger car styling with a full size truck bed – this detailed, 1/18 scale, die cast model features a hood that opens to reveal a detailed, L-head six-cylinder flathead engine, a fully equipped interior with opening doors, working steering with free-rolling wheels and realistically treaded rubber tires, an opening rear bed, a fender-mounted spare tire, plenty of simulated chrome, authentic badging, and a removable display base. 11” long. #R78483 $49.95

1958 Chevy Apache Fleetside
Beginning in 1958, all light-duty Chevy trucks were referred to as “Apaches,” and these stylish vehicles – reproduced here as a blue, 1/24 scale model – showed off new design features including a four-headlight front end and a flat valley grille. 8” long. #400480 $24.95

1971 Ford Ranger Kit
Add a classic Ford vehicle to your collection with this 1/25 scale plastic kit replicating a 1971 Ranger pickup truck! It features chrome-plated parts, a well-equipped interior, a 390 CID V8 engine, soft PVC tires, free-rolling treaded tires, and authentic decals. Assembly required. 8” long. #402440 $34.95

1/24 Scale
1/18 Scale
1/25 Scale
**Vehicles**

**Construction Worker Figures**

Sporting colorful reflective vests, these construction workers are ready to keep your town humming! Each 1/50 scale metal figure in these three-piece collections is a hand-painted replica of a helmet-equipped worker wielding various tools and equipment. 1 1/2" tall. $42.95 each

A: Set #1 #400226  
B: Set #2 #400227

**International TD-25 Dozer with Hitch**

A replica of an International TD-25 dozer, this O scale-compatible (1/50), die cast model features a well-appointed operator’s area, an elevating and tilting dozer semi-U blade with working hydraulics, intricate tracks with individual links, and authentic markings. 6 1/4" long. #R67616 $59.95

**Caterpillar Modern Earthmoving Marvels**

Raczon. This illustrated guide tracks the meteoric rise of Caterpillar – designing heavy machinery for nearly a century – by giving special attention to the modern models that continue to set the industry bar. See Caterpillar’s most advanced excavators, backhoe loaders, motor-graders, off-highway trucks, and more! 224 pages, illustrated, hardcover. #401555 $44.95

**Caterpillar Equipment**

Known for building the most rock-solid products on earth, Caterpillar has been manufacturing their signature yellow machinery since 1925. Each of these premium CAT collectibles come with an authentic paint scheme and trade dress, a detailed cab interior (including an operator figure, where applicable), and raising and lowering equipment.

A: NEW! R3000H Underground Wheel Loader – 1/50 scale. 9 1/4" long. #402446 $109  
B: NEW! AD60 Articulated Underground Truck – 1/50 scale. 9 1/2" long. #402447 $129  
C: 374D L Hydraulic Excavator – 1/50 scale. 9 1/2" long. #K690005 $139  
D: 657G Wheel Tractor Scraper – 1/50 scale. 14" long. #R93371 $129  
E: CG260-16 Gas Generator – 1/25 scale. 14" long. #R57032 $199

**Warning Signs**

Remind undesirables to use their brain around machinery and keep their distance from the restricted area! These vintage aluminum warning signs include mounting holes and measures 18" x 12". $21.95 each

A: Caution #402444  
B: Danger #402445

**International TD-25 Dozer with Hitch**

A replica of an International TD-25 dozer, this O scale-compatible (1/50), die cast model features a well-appointed operator’s area, an elevating and tilting dozer semi-U blade with working hydraulics, intricate tracks with individual links, and authentic markings. 6 1/4" long. #R67616 $59.95

**Caterpillar Modern Earthmoving Marvels**

Raczon. This illustrated guide tracks the meteoric rise of Caterpillar – designing heavy machinery for nearly a century – by giving special attention to the modern models that continue to set the industry bar. See Caterpillar’s most advanced excavators, backhoe loaders, motor-graders, off-highway trucks, and more! 224 pages, illustrated, hardcover. #401555 $44.95

**Caterpillar Equipment**

Known for building the most rock-solid products on earth, Caterpillar has been manufacturing their signature yellow machinery since 1925. Each of these premium CAT collectibles come with an authentic paint scheme and trade dress, a detailed cab interior (including an operator figure, where applicable), and raising and lowering equipment.

A: NEW! R3000H Underground Wheel Loader – 1/50 scale. 9 1/4" long. #402446 $109  
B: NEW! AD60 Articulated Underground Truck – 1/50 scale. 9 1/2" long. #402447 $129  
C: 374D L Hydraulic Excavator – 1/50 scale. 9 1/2" long. #K690005 $139  
D: 657G Wheel Tractor Scraper – 1/50 scale. 14" long. #R93371 $129  
E: CG260-16 Gas Generator – 1/25 scale. 14" long. #R57032 $199

**Construction Worker Figures**

Sporting colorful reflective vests, these construction workers are ready to keep your town humming! Each 1/50 scale metal figure in these three-piece collections is a hand-painted replica of a helmet-equipped worker wielding various tools and equipment. 1 1/2" tall. $42.95 each

A: Set #1 #400226  
B: Set #2 #400227

**International TD-25 Dozer with Hitch**

A replica of an International TD-25 dozer, this O scale-compatible (1/50), die cast model features a well-appointed operator’s area, an elevating and tilting dozer semi-U blade with working hydraulics, intricate tracks with individual links, and authentic markings. 6 1/4" long. #R67616 $59.95

**Caterpillar Modern Earthmoving Marvels**

Raczon. This illustrated guide tracks the meteoric rise of Caterpillar – designing heavy machinery for nearly a century – by giving special attention to the modern models that continue to set the industry bar. See Caterpillar’s most advanced excavators, backhoe loaders, motor-graders, off-highway trucks, and more! 224 pages, illustrated, hardcover. #401555 $44.95

**Caterpillar Equipment**

Known for building the most rock-solid products on earth, Caterpillar has been manufacturing their signature yellow machinery since 1925. Each of these premium CAT collectibles come with an authentic paint scheme and trade dress, a detailed cab interior (including an operator figure, where applicable), and raising and lowering equipment.

A: NEW! R3000H Underground Wheel Loader – 1/50 scale. 9 1/4" long. #402446 $109  
B: NEW! AD60 Articulated Underground Truck – 1/50 scale. 9 1/2" long. #402447 $129  
C: 374D L Hydraulic Excavator – 1/50 scale. 9 1/2" long. #K690005 $139  
D: 657G Wheel Tractor Scraper – 1/50 scale. 14" long. #R93371 $129  
E: CG260-16 Gas Generator – 1/25 scale. 14" long. #R57032 $199
Automotive Kits

From the classic style of the 1930s through today’s modern trucks, this collection of 1/25 scale (unless otherwise marked) plastic kits offer a fun tribute to automotive designs over the last eighty years. Many of them offer a choice of configurations that allow for unique customization, while all of them feature an authentic body style, see-through windows, realistic tires and wheels, colorful decals, and collectible (often retro) packaging. Assembly required.

1929 Ford Model A Roadster
Comes with two complete kits, giving the builder his or her choice of construction: stock, early rod, competition rod, or street rod. 6” long.

1941 Plymouth Coupe
Choice of custom or stock versions. 5½” long.

1949 Mercury Wagon
Comes with an opening hood, separate sun visor, and rear spare cover. 8½” long.

1951 Chevy Bel Air
Choice of showroom stock model or dragstrip steamer versions. 7¼” long.

1953 Studebaker "Mr. Speed"
Choice of stock, custom, or Bonneville racer versions. 8” long.

1960 Foose Camaro Z/28
1/12 scale. Comes with a dual carb intake system front and rear spoilers, and choice of stock or “Foose” custom versions. 15½” long.

1966 Ford Galaxie
Choice of stock, custom, or drag-racing versions. 8½” long.

1969 Foose Camaro Z/28
1/12 scale. Comes with a dual carb intake system front and rear spoilers, and choice of stock or “Foose” custom versions. 15½” long.

1970 Chevy Impala Custom SS
Choice of stock, custom, or drag-racing versions. 8” long.

1961 Chevy Impala SS
Comes with a 409-cubic inch V8 engine, authentic suspension and steering, and factory wheels (with thrust mags and drag slicks option). 8” long.

1962 Chevy Corvette Gasser
Comes with a removable hardtop, rear wheelie bars, and a drag racing engine. 6¾” long.

Enamel Finishing Kit
This complete set includes everything you need to finish your new kits! It features a hobby knife, a one-fluid-ounce bottle of clear parts cement and window maker, a 5/8-fluid-ounce bottle of modeling cement, three gluing tips, five sanding films, eleven ¼-fluid-ounce bottles of flat enamel paint, a bottle of paint thinner for cleanup, three paintbrushes, and a paint tray.

Plastic Kit Cement

Order Today at 800-261-5922 or www.HistoricRail.com
**Vehicles Diorama Figures and Accessories**

- **Camera Crew**
  - 1/18 Scale – $11.95
  - 1/24 Scale – $9.95
  - A: Crewman #402501 #402511
  - B: Cameraman #402500 #402510
  - C: Boom Operator #402502 #402512
  - D: Reporter #402503 #402513

- **Tailgate Party**
  - 1/18 Scale – $44.95
  - 1/24 Scale – $34.95
  - Includes Grill & D-Fense Sign!

- **Seated Couple (Set of 2)**
  - 1/18 Scale – 2¾” tall...
  - #402499...
  - #402509...
  - #402498...
  - #402508...

- **Lighted Gas Station**
  - Display base measures 12” x 11” while the building is 4¾” tall with an 11” x 2½” footprint. Requires two AA batteries (not included)...
  - #R58254...
  - $99.95...

- **Propane Tank 3-Pack**
  - 1/18 Scale – 3½” tall...
  - #K685010...
  - #K685009...

- **Street Racers**
  - 1/18 scale...
  - $11.95...
  - 1/24 scale...
  - $9.95...
  - A: Figure I...
  - #402504...
  - #402514...
  - B: Figure II...
  - #402505...
  - #402515...
  - C: Figure III...
  - #402506...
  - #402516...
  - D: Figure IV...
  - #402507...
  - #402517...

- **World War II Military Police**
  - These 1/18 scale figures measure 4” tall...
  - $11.95 each...
  - A: Figure I...
  - #400238...
  - #400248...
  - B: Figure II...
  - #400239...
  - #400249...
  - C: Figure III...
  - #400240...
  - #400250...
  - D: Figure IV...
  - #400241...
  - #400251...

- **Bikers**
  - “Angel”...
  - 1/18 Scale...
  - $11.95...
  - 1/24 Scale...
  - $9.95...
  - A: Angel...
  - #400255...
  - #400251...
  - B: Motorman...
  - #400254...
  - #400250...

- **Harley Davidsons**
  - $9.95 each...
  - A: 2001 FLSTS Heritage Springer – 3¾” long...
  - #400234...
  - B: 2002 FXDL Dyna Low Rider – 3¾” long...
  - #400235...

- **“Sons of Anarchy” Harley Davidsons**
  - $11.95 each...
  - A: Clarence “Clay” Morrow
  - 5” long...
  - #400236
  - B: Jackson “Jax” Teller
  - 5” long...
  - #400237
Fuel your nostalgia with these fun metal signs, each one an American-made replica of a classic advertisement celebrating everything from whiskey and Budweiser to bubble gum and soda pop. They arrive ready to hang with mounting holes.

**A: Whistle** – 12” x 18”.
#402519 $21.95

**B: RCA** – 18” x 12”.
#402520 $21.95

**C: Dubble Bubble** – 18” x 12”.
#402521 $21.95

**D: Red Rock Cola**
12” x 18”
#402522 $21.95

**E: 1936 Budweiser Logo**
16” x 12½”
#402523 $14.95

**F: Moon Pie**
11¾” diameter
#402524 $14.95

**G: Rooster Coffee**
12½” x 16”
#402525 $14.95

**H: Remington**
12½” x 16”
#402526 $14.95

**I: Black Cat Cigarettes**
12” x 16”
#402527 $19.95

**J: 1946 Major League Baseball**
12” x 16”
#402528 $19.95

**K: John Jameson Whiskey**
12” x 16”
#402529 $19.95

**L: Houdini**
12” x 16”
#402530 $19.95

**M: 21 Nugget**
12” x 24”
#402531 $36.95

**N: Bowl**
16” x 28”
#402532 $47.95

**O: Barber Shop**
9” x 24”
#402533 $24.95

**P: Laundry**
10” x 18”
#402534 $19.95

**ALL NEW**

**Made in the USA.**

**Nostalgia Just 4 Fun**

Order Today at 800-261-5922 or www.HistoricRail.com
Three Stooges 1925 Ford Model T Kit
A unique tribute to the doozy trio, this 1/25 scale plastic kit replicates a 1925 Ford Model T with Oily’s Garage branding, as seen during a memorable Three Stooges’ gag. It features parts to build two complete cars (including a choice of sedan, coupe, or pickup, plus a street rod configuration!), chrome-plated parts, and black vinyl tires. Also includes full-color service station cardboard display. Assembly required. 100+ pieces. Skill level 2. 5½” long. #402497 $28.95

Modern Vixen Metal Sign
Elegant pin-up girl Bettie Page, a staple of 1950s photography, is featured on this classic magazine cover commemorated on this metal sign. Referred to as the “Queen of pin-ups,” Page was renowned for her trademark jet black hair, bangs, and steely blue eyes. 12” x 18”. Includes mounting holes. #M602407 $24.95

Planes, Trains and Automobiles
A comedy classic, Planes, Trains and Automobiles features the hilarious performances of Steve Martin and John Candy, an unlikely duo making their way home over the Thanksgiving weekend. The dour Neal (Martin) unexpectedly continues to cross paths with the clueless Del (Candy) as they navigate every conceivable form of transportation from New York to Chicago. 1 hr. 33 min. #402338 $7.95

Bettie Page Reveals All
Examine Page's life story, as told by Bettie herself! Learn about her humble beginnings in an impoverished southern family, her scandalous career as a pin-up model in the 1950s and sudden 1957 retirement, her many torrid affairs, her born-again Christianity, bouts with mental illness, and return to the public eye in the early 1990s. Color and B&W. 1 hr. 41 min. #V6186 $19.95

Vintage Signs Jigsaw Puzzle
The smiling Big Boy centers this jigsaw puzzle as he runs past with his signature hamburger, surrounded by dozens of classic ad icons. 1,000 pieces. 30” x 24”. #401205 $16.95

Remember When…
Baby Boom Years
“Open up” this fun DVD time capsule and learn about the sights and sounds of yesterday! Each program in this series examines the fashions, fads, entertainment, sports, science, lifestyles, and other charming and nostalgia-inducing memories of a simpler time! 30 minutes each.

1947......#KV00127
1948......#KV00128
1949......#KV00129
1950......#KV00130
1951......#KV00131
1952......#KV00007
1953......#KV00010
1954......#KV00132
1955......#KV00133
1956......#KV00134
1957......#KV00135
1958......#KV00136
1959......#KV00008
1960......#KV00011
1961......#KV00137
1962......#KV00138
1963......#KV00139
1964......#KV00140
1965......#KV00141
1966......#KV00009
1967......#KV00012

$9.95 each
**Railroad Herald Patches & Pins**

Display your love for your favorite railroad with these quality railroad lapel pins and patches!

**Pins** – Made of metal with a high gloss enamel finish; they include a clasp mount. 1" wide. ................................................................. $7.95 each

**Patches** – Machine embroidered with an iron-on glue back. 2" wide. ................................................................. $4.95 each

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patch</th>
<th>Pin</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A: MKT</td>
<td>#R60662</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B: Great Northern</td>
<td>#R60003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C: Baltimore &amp; Ohio</td>
<td>#R60660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D: Illinois Central</td>
<td>#R60894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E: Canadian Pacific</td>
<td>#R60610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F: Chessie</td>
<td>#R60869</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G: Northern Pacific</td>
<td>#R60613</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H: Florida East Coast</td>
<td>#R60891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I: Milwaukee Road</td>
<td>#R60898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J: Soo Line</td>
<td>#R60897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K: Santa Fe Chief</td>
<td>#R60076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L: Wabash</td>
<td>#R60888</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Train Sounds**

Sounds of Riding Trains Over Western Rails

Add some ambience to your model railroad or use these CDs to drift off to sleep at night! Filled with more than two hours of original recordings – steam and diesel, freight and passenger, jointed and ribbon rail – you’ll hear just about every train sound you can imagine, including bells, whistles, horns, engine revs, station announcements, fast train meets with amazing Doppler effects, steel wheel “clackety-clack,” and more. 2 hrs. 10 min. 2-CD set. ................................................................. $24.95

**Steam Train Pocket Watch**

Make sure the trains are running on time! A great gift for your favorite railfan, this enamel and gold-tone pocket watch features a 4-4-0 American steam locomotive on the cover, a quartz three-hand movement, and a watch fob. 1¼" diameter; arrives in a handsome presentation box. ................................................................. $24.95

**Railroad Crossing with Flashing Lights & Sound**

Show your love of railroads with this realistic railroad crossing! It features alternately flashing red warning lights and sound that can be operated together or separately. 10½" tall; requires three AA batteries (not included). ................................................................. $29.95

**Railroad Caps**

Show some love for your favorite rail line! Made of 100% cotton twill, these caps include an embroidered logo on the front and an adjustable rear strap for perfect sizing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cap</th>
<th>Pin</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A: Atlantic Coast</td>
<td>#R68870</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B: Baltimore &amp; Ohio</td>
<td>#R68673</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C: Bangor &amp; Aroostook</td>
<td>#R5076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D: Canadian National</td>
<td>#R08913</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E: Chicago &amp; North Western</td>
<td>#R08984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F: Kansas City Southern</td>
<td>#R50901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G: Monon</td>
<td>#R68819</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H: New Haven</td>
<td>#R09495</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I: Norfolk Southern</td>
<td>#R68550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J: North Shore</td>
<td>#R11226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K: Rock Island</td>
<td>#R08478</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L: Seaboard Air</td>
<td>#R11282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M: Southern</td>
<td>#R08884</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N: Union Pacific</td>
<td>#R08464</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O: Western Pacific</td>
<td>#R08991</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Aged Railroad Crossing Metal Sign**

Simulated rust and weathering gives this heavy-gauge steel sign a nostalgic feel, perfect for any vintage railroad fan’s garage or man-cave! Includes mounting holes. 12" x 12". ................................................................. $22.95

**Train Patches & Pins**

Patches – Pins – Display your love for your favorite railroad with these quality railroad lapel pins and patches!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#R60662</td>
<td>#R60003</td>
<td>#R60660</td>
<td>#R60894</td>
<td>#R60610</td>
<td>#R60869</td>
<td>#R60613</td>
<td>#R60891</td>
<td>#R60898</td>
<td>#R60897</td>
<td>#R60076</td>
<td>#R60888</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Order Today at 800-261-5922 or www.HistoricRail.com
The Mystery Train
In this 1931 thriller starring Hedda Hopper and Marceline Day, a jewel heist on the Transcontinental Limited turns deadly when a group of passengers is trapped in a runaway Pullman car hurtling down a steep Rocky Mountain grade. Thrills and chills abound as a heroic figure faces against an evil foe during a climactic fight on the car’s end platform! B&W, 1 hr. 3 min. #RV2032

Twisted Rails
Jack Donovan and Alice Dahl star in this 1934 film about a railroad sabotaged by a rogue gang. When the engineer’s daughter is kidnapped by the gang, Donovan attempts to capture the gang’s leader and prevent the robbery of a $50,000 gold shipment. Shot on the AT&SF Railway, this film features plenty of great steam locomotive action! B&W, 1 hour. #RV2331 Reg: $21.95

The Broadway Limited
Set aboard the Pennsylvania Railroad’s Broadway Limited, a motion picture director wants his star actress to take a baby with her on the train as a ploy to gain publicity. Featuring Victor McLaglen and Marjorie Woodworth, the real stars of this film are the great locomotives, including a Pennsy K4 4-6-2 and a GG1. B&W, 1 hr. 15 min. #RV9067 Reg: $24.95

Fargo Express
A classic Ken Maynard Western, Fargo Express follows Ken’s attempts to rehabilitate a misguided bandit named Mort — who happens to be the brother of his one true love. Things go awry, however, when Mort is coaxed into robbing a stagecoach, leaving Ken the unenviable task of getting to the bottom of who masterminded the heist. B&W, 1 hr. 1 min. #402518

Unstoppable
Hang on for the ride of your life as a veteran railroad engineer (Denzel Washington) and inexperienced conductor (Chris Pine) team up to stop a runaway train that’s transporting toxic chemicals — and barreling toward Scranton, Pennsylvania! Thousands of lives hang in the balance as these ordinary men chase down a million tons of hurtling steel and prevent an epic disaster. Widescreen, Rated PG-13. 1 hr. 38 min. #RV3299 Reg: $21.95

Stories of the Century
Matt Clark: Railroad Detective
Journey back to the Old West with railroad detective Matt Clark (“Big” Jim Davis), who tracks down notorious true-life outlaws and bandits preying on the railroad. Each volume includes 12 episodes of the Emmy-winning, mid-1950s television series that mixed exciting detective-cowboy thrills with historic characters. B&W, 6 hours. Volume One #RV2000 Volume Two #RV2001 Volume Three #RV2002

Matt Clark
Stories of the Century
Matt Clark: Railroad Detective
Journey back to the Old West with railroad detective Matt Clark (“Big” Jim Davis), who tracks down notorious true-life outlaws and bandits preying on the railroad. Each volume includes 12 episodes of the Emmy-winning, mid-1950s television series that mixed exciting detective-cowboy thrills with historic characters. B&W, 6 hours. Volume One #RV2000 Volume Two #RV2001 Volume Three #RV2002

The Hurricane Express
In this 12-chapter serial from 1932, John Wayne stars as a pilot who goes after a mystery villain — “The Wrecker” — responsible for a crash that killed Wayne’s father on the Hurricane Express, the world’s fastest train. Enjoy incredible action scenes including charging trains, aerial scenes, speeding autos, and a motorcycle chase that Wayne did himself! B&W, 3 hrs. 46 min. #V7155

The California Kid
This 1974 TV film stars Martin Sheen as a man hell-bent on avenging the death of his brother at the hands of the crooked local sheriff (Vic Morrow). Nick Nolte rounds out an impressive cast, though the classic American cars might be the real star of this action-packed thriller featuring some of the most gripping car-chase scenes ever filmed! 1 hr. 14 min. #KV00124

Funny Car Summer
Experience the adrenaline-fueled excitement of the dangerous, deadly world of high speed drag racing! This 1974 film follows the Dunn family on their annual summer trip across the country, when they’ll visit 20 states to compete in 20 funny car races. You’ll share the family’s joys and fears as they support husband and father, Jim, as he races his odd-looking car at nearly uncontrollable speeds. Rated G. 1 hr. 28 min. #KV00058

Danger on Wheels
After designing a revolutionary engine and entering it in an auto race, Pop O’Shea can only watch in anguish as its car goes up in flames. The aftermath is a whirlwind as stuntman Lucky Taylor, blamed for the wreck, must clear his name and find a way to reenter O’Shea’s now-banned engine into the race — without alerting track officials! B&W, 1 hr. 1 min. #RV7772

Sign up for E-Mail Exclusives at www.HistoricRail.com
**MO VIES**

**Just 4 Fun**

**Classic Car Movies**

**COLE YOUNGER & THE BLACK TRAIN**
A modern rendition of a classic western story, this film—starring Michael Madsen and Cody McFarver—follows the exploits of infamous bandit Cole Younger. Witness his early experiences with the ominous Black Train, and his ultimate partnership with Jesse James, creating the most notorious outlaw band in the Old West. 1 hr. 30 min. 

**MRS. O’MALLEY AND MR. MALONE**
This 1950 comedy/murder mystery stars Marjorie Main as a radio contest winner who boards a trans-continental train to collect her prize in New York City. But the train trip is anything but usual as a game of musical corpses commencement. As an added bonus, you also get the 1952 Three Stooges comedy, *Cuckoo on a Choo Choo;* a Betty Boop cartoon; and more. B&W, 2 hrs. 30 min. 

**THE GHOST TRAIN**
Arthur Askey stars in this 1941 British film about a group of rail travelers stranded overnight in a lonely country station during a fierce storm. When a signalman tells the group the legend of a phantom train carrying ghosts from a long-ago wreck, the tension builds until the train becomes a real and frightening proposition. B&W, 1 hr. 22 min. 

**BERLIN EXPRESS**
In this 1948 thriller—a shot amid war-ravaged Germany—a diplomat is killed on a train bound for Berlin. When four travelers discover that the man killed was a decoy for the real target, the group works together trying to find the real diplomat in the streets of postwar Germany. Not all on the team are who they seem to be! Color & B&W. 2 hrs. 22 min. 

**STRANGERS ON A TRAIN / NORTH BY NORTHWEST**
This double-feature DVD set includes two of Alfred Hitchcock’s memorable films. In *Strangers on a Train,* two railway passengers meet and playfully discuss “getting rid” of someone in their lives, but one of them turns up dead. Also, Cary Grant stars in *North by Northwest,* as he must flee authorities that have misidentified him as a criminal. B&W and color. 3 hrs. 57 min. 

**THE LOVE BUG**
This 1968 blockbuster marks the first appearance of Herbie, the anthropomorphic Volkswagen Beetle driven by race-racer Jim Douglas (Dean Jones). After selling the eponymous car, the villainous Peter Thorndyke becomes Douglas’ racing rival and the two square off head to head, as Douglas attempts to keep the conscious Herbie from going rouge. 1 hr. 48 min.

**EAT MY DUST! / GRAND THEFT AUTO**
Get the popcorn ready! This Ron Howard double feature has *Eat My Dust!* (1976), with Howard stealing a ‘68 Camaro to impress a girl; and *Grand Theft Auto* (1977), with Howard and Nancy Morgan, who boost a Rolls Royce and elope to Vegas. 3 hours. 

**CONVOY**
A cult-classic Hollywood film that spawned an entire generation’s fascination with CB radios, *Convo y* follows “Rubber Duck” – a trucker played by Kris Kristofferson – as he solicits help from fellow drivers to help evade a renegade traffic cop. Memorable performances from Ali MacGraw and Ernest Borgnine round out one of the most exciting cross-country adventure stories ever! 1 hr. 46 min. 

**GRINDHOUSE PRESENTS DEATH PROOF**
This tribute to the grindhouse films of the 1960s and ’70s stars Kurt Russell as a homicidal stuntman who cruises the countryside for victims. His weapon of choice? A 1971 Chevy Nova SS 396 (later, a ‘69 Dodge Charger R/T 500). He’s met his match when he encounters the wrong group of girls led by another stunt driver. Unrated. 1 hr. 57 min.

**ORDER TODAY AT 800-261-5922 OR WWW.HISTORICRAIL.COM**
**Norfolk Southern**

A Tour of the Thoroughbred
Eight programs make up this incredible 5-DVD collection, a tribute to the Norfolk Southern! While much of the action is captured between Illinois and Ohio – including the busy Toledo-Elkhart corridor and the mainline pass through northwestern Indiana – it also includes a saunter down south to the “rathole” line through Kentucky and Tennessee.  

13 hours...................#402321  Reg: $54.95  Now: $32.95

---

**“Green Mountain Express” Jigsaw Puzzle**

The chuffing Canadian National #7470 roars through an old brick tunnel in North Conway, New Hampshire. 500 pieces. 23½”x 18”. #402340 $12.95

---

**1960 Mobile Trailers**

These 1960 mobile trailers are outfitted as delicious food trucks, open and ready to serve their hungry customers! Each HO scale model features top-mounted signage, an open food-serving window, free-rolling wheels, and a display base with a clear protective cover. 2¾” long............$14.95 each  

A: Alphonso’s....................#402448  B: Spicy Sanita’s............#402449

---

**“The Worst Block in Town” Kit**

A crumbling apartment building is surrounded by two empty lots, leaving no doubt about this block’s status as the worst in town! An authentic addition to any HO scale layout, this kit features plastic doors and windows, two barren concrete slab foundations, two wooden signs, and a discarded couch and mattress. Minimal assembly required. 12” tall with a 12”x 8” footprint...........#402535 $69.95

---

**“Green Mountain Express” Jigsaw Puzzle**

The chuffing Canadian National #7470 roars through an old brick tunnel in North Conway, New Hampshire. 500 pieces. 23½”x 18”. #402340 $12.95

---

**“The Worst Block in Town” Kit**

A crumbling apartment building is surrounded by two empty lots, leaving no doubt about this block’s status as the worst in town! An authentic addition to any HO scale layout, this kit features plastic doors and windows, two barren concrete slab foundations, two wooden signs, and a discarded couch and mattress. Minimal assembly required. 12” tall with a 12”x 8” footprint...........#402535 $69.95

---

**Laser Cut Metal Signs**

Celebrating three iconic railroads, these cutout steel signs take the shape of the company’s classic logo! Includes a mounting hole. 15¼” diameter. $29.95 each

B&O..............#402536  Santa Fe...........#402537  Great Northern....#402538

---

**21st Century Great Layouts**

Get inspired with this helpful program featuring four of the most detailed modern layouts ever! In addition to getting expert advice on electronics, operating, and control systems, railfans will also be treated to an in-depth look at the stunning layouts themselves, many of which feature miles of wire, numerous control panels, and other customized accessories. 1 hr. 5 min...........#402328 $19.95

---

**Conrail Shared Assets Operations in Color**

_Erdman._ With a track grid stretching more than 1,200 miles, the Conrail Shared Assets Operations is a neutral terminal railroad started in the summer of 1999. This pictorial profile of the CSAO examines the complex operations that service the owners’ (CSX and NS) three regional networks: North Jersey, South Jersey/Philadelphia, and Detroit. 128 pages, 250+ color photos, 8½”x 11”, hardcover.

#402054 $59.95

---

**Debris and car not included**
Save up to 40% on Rail DVDs!

Enjoy dramatic steam and diesel action dating all the way back to the completion of the Transcontinental Railroad with these DVD selections – each one priced at a fraction of its original cost with savings of up to 40%!

**Promontory**
Utah's Greatest Moment in Railroad History
As the building of the transcontinental railroad got underway in the 1860s, not much thought was given to where the two lines would meet. This fascinating program examines what happened when the Union Pacific and Central Pacific tracks reached Utah Territory, showing you how deception, greed, broken promises, religion, corruption and hard labor all played a role in the joining of the line. 1 hour. #RV9163 Reg: $14.95 Now: $9.95

**Wide World of Steam**
Visit some of the most interesting railroads on the planet! This 6-DVD set takes you to Europe, Africa, Asia, South America, and Australia. You'll board the spectacular Flèche D'Or and travel in luxurious style from Calais to Paris, France; witness some of the last steam trains in use in India and China; see German-built locomotives work a mountain line in Java; and more! 7 hrs. 50 min. #RV5225 Reg: $19.95 Now: $14.95

**Colorado Steam**
Ride some of the most scenic railways in Colorado! In this action-packed, 4-DVD collection (which includes Trains, Steam Trains, Railways and High Country Rails), you'll go inside the Durango & Silverton roundhouse and ride with the engineers, travel on the engineering marvel known as the Georgetown Loop, enjoy breathtaking views aboard the Ski Train from Denver to Winter Park Ski Resort, examine the Galloping Goose #5 railbus on the Cumbres & Toltec, and more. 2 hours. #RV5220 Reg: $24.95 Now: $14.95

Put yourself in the center of the action with this thrilling computer game – a CD Rom disc compatible with nearly all PCs – that lets you control a diverse roster of trains against a variety of scenic backdrops! Considered one of the most realistic train simulators available, this game features a host of visually stunning material, much of which is first to market in the competitive gaming industry. In addition to conducting the all-new E2 engine (with per-pixel lighting, backward compatibility, full-world shadows, and more), players will also be treated to a host of exciting features including:

- New realistic graphics
- New routes and sessions
- Real-time physics feedback and editing tools
- Super-elevated tracks
- Realistic cab sway
- Smoke and weather functions
- Track Blocks
- Multiplayer gameplay
- In-game navigation
- Expanded sound library
- Access to 250,000+ free downloadable items

#R02474 Reg: $49.95 Now: $19.95

**TRAINZ**
A NEW ERA
Put yourself in the center of the action with this thrilling computer game – a CD Rom disc compatible with nearly all PCs – that lets you control a diverse roster of trains against a variety of scenic backdrops! Considered one of the most realistic train simulators available, this game features a host of visually stunning material, much of which is first to market in the competitive gaming industry. In addition to conducting the all-new E2 engine (with per-pixel lighting, backward compatibility, full-world shadows, and more), players will also be treated to a host of exciting features including:

- New realistic graphics
- New routes and sessions
- Real-time physics feedback and editing tools
- Super-elevated tracks
- Realistic cab sway
- Smoke and weather functions
- Track Blocks
- Multiplayer gameplay
- In-game navigation
- Expanded sound library
- Access to 250,000+ free downloadable items

$19.95
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Put yourself in the center of the action with this thrilling computer game – a CD Rom disc compatible with nearly all PCs – that lets you control a diverse roster of trains against a variety of scenic backdrops! Considered one of the most realistic train simulators available, this game features a host of visually stunning material, much of which is first to market in the competitive gaming industry. In addition to conducting the all-new E2 engine (with per-pixel lighting, backward compatibility, full-world shadows, and more), players will also be treated to a host of exciting features including:

- New realistic graphics
- New routes and sessions
- Real-time physics feedback and editing tools
- Super-elevated tracks
- Realistic cab sway
- Smoke and weather functions
- Track Blocks
- Multiplayer gameplay
- In-game navigation
- Expanded sound library
- Access to 250,000+ free downloadable items

#R02474 Reg: $49.95 Now: $19.95
ORDERING INFORMATION

RETURN POLICY
Books, Models, Unopened Kits and Apparel: If not completely satisfied, you may return items within 30 days of receipt for replacement, exchange, credit or refund. Items must be returned in the condition received and in the original packaging.

Prints: Damaged prints will be replaced at no charge. Due to the delicate nature of fine art prints, we cannot accept returns.

DVDs and Software: Defective merchandise will be replaced with another of the same title. Once the tamper-proof seal on the box has been broken, the item is no longer returnable.

PAYMENT
We accept Visa, MasterCard, Discover, American Express, personal check, certified check or money order payable in U.S. dollars to Historic Rail. Sorry, we do not accept C.O.D. orders.

DELIVERY
United States Postal Service is standard. Allow 2-3 weeks for delivery. Backorders will be shipped at no additional charge.

Additional Shipping Options:
United States Postal Service Priority Mail. Allow 5-7 days for delivery. UPS 2nd Day Air, UPS Next Day Air. (UPS shipments cannot be sent to P.O. boxes.)

OVERSEAS CUSTOMERS
Payment should be made in U.S. dollars via cashier’s check, money order or credit card. Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery. For faster service, ask about expedited shipping rates when placing your order. Call 612-206-3200 or e-mail us at info@HistoricRail.com.

INQUIRIES ON ORDERS ALREADY PLACED
Write to Customer Relations at Historic Rail, 640 Taft Street NE, Minneapolis, MN 55413-2815 or via e-mail at info@HistoricRail.com or call between 8:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m. Central Time, Monday-Friday, or 9:00 a.m. and 3:00 p.m., Saturday. Please include a copy of your packing slip or have it handy when you call.

MAILING LISTS
Occasionally we make our list available to companies whose products might be of interest to you. If you prefer not to receive these mailings, please send a note to: Historic Rail, 640 Taft Street NE, Minneapolis, MN 55413-2815.

A WORD ABOUT PRICES
All prices in this catalog are subject to change. This is due to fluctuations in suppliers’ prices and foreign exchange rates. We apologize for any inconvenience.